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, NEXT IT PADUCAH.
WOODMEN END THEIR
BIENNIAL MEETING.
1. D. Higgins, of This City,
Elected One of the
Managers.
Head Camp H, Kentucky and
names Woodmen of the World,
oompleted its biennial session in
4,Ifigibrille last night, after selecting
`114114utish as the meeting place for
NUL
The following officers were elect-
/Id:
Head consul, John M. Currie, of
pastille; bead adviser, ;LC. M.
'*.ød, Athens; head banker, W. D.
*err* Memphis; head clerk, WE.
Dairen, Chattanooga.
Escort, W. H. Stapp, Paducah,
• 'Ky.; watchman, J. M. Thomas, New-
port, Tenn.; sentry, J. A. Calloway,
, Paducah.
Delegates to sovereign camp, W.
p
W. Wilkerson, Nashville, and Judge
k.. C. W. Emory, Paducah.
, Ifianagers, A. Y. Simmons, Hum-
boldt, chairman; W. C. Hornsby,
11.11bens; D. W. Herron, Jackson; J.





R. C. W. Wyandotte, S. C. B. Leg-
horn and B. P. Rock eggs. $1 per set-






Nab As Yet Been Returned
'tithe Hem Case.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
No verdict has been returned in
lb* case of the commenwealth vs.
Mack Hem, charged with murder-
ing his father in W. R. Long's sa-
loon July 4th of last year. The jury
has had the case since Wednesday
afternoon.
Today is being taken up in circuit
smut with the hearing of civil suits.
The case ot George Griffin charged
with murder will be called tomorrow
morning. Griffin shot and killed




The meat house on Roy Cayce's
farm was broken into by thieves
Tweaday night and a largo quantity
at meat stolen. Mr. Cayes telephon-
ed to the city for W. H. Nixon and
ma bloodhounds. The dogs followed
a trail to a negro's 'louse nearby, and
• search warrant was procured to-
day. The door of the meat house
was forced cpen with a hatchet which
had been stolen from Elbridge
Cayee's house.
Money to Loan
on good farm property at 5 aad 8 per
cent. Walter F. Garnett dr Co.
dowtf
Buys a Residence.
H. C. Moore, who will soon move
with his family to Dallas, Texas, has
sold his [residence on South Clay
street to Mrs': Lena Myers. l'he
price agreed upon was paid in cash
and possession will be given April 1,
when Mr. Moore will leave with his
family for their new home.
11101101 Orl/POPSia Ottre
ingests what .yeg est.
KISSED HER FEET BUT ALSO CROPS IN KENTUCKY
HURLED GLASS AT HER HERD
Rev. Mr. Cordova, of New Jersey, Told How He Pleaded
With His Wife.-- Jury Brought In a Verdict
Of Guilty.
(Special to New Era.)
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J., Mar.
18—Convicted of having abandoned
his wife, Rev. J. F. Cordova, the
eloping Methodist pastor, was again
placed on trial on the charge of hay
Mg assaulted her, Mrs. Cordova tes-
tified to various acts of cruelty and
letters written to him by Miss Bowne,
the choir singer, with whom Cordo-
va eloped. Cordova testified next,
reading dramatically from memor-
anda:
"It is the climax of an unhappy
life, due to uncongeniallty. For 13
years we did not live a month with-
oc.t a quarrel," he said, "With these
lips I have kissed her feet and begged
her to let me live a happy life, but
she would not let me go.
"I admit I threw a glass at her.
The people of my congregation, I
think, will agree with me that I was
of a cheerful disposition."
"When did your misery uegin?"
asked the prosecutor.
"The second week after my mar
riage," said Cordova.
"When and with whom did you
seek consolation?" asked the proscu
ter.
"Nowhere and with nobody," an-
swered Cordova.
Cordova refused to state what
woman was involved in the quarrel
with his wife.
Cordova said he had prayed many
times that his life would be made
happy. He continued: "In house-
cleaning time I scrubbed the floors.
There are ladles ov3r there that
have seen me doing it. I never told
my children of our unhappiness."
Rhea, 11, his daughter, told how
Cordova struck his wife.
The jury brought in a verdict of
guilty.
Under the two convictions Cor-
dova may be sentenced to two years
in prison. Miss Bowne, who has
been held in jail as a witness and
who has refused to accept bail, will
be allowed to go to the home of her
father.
GRAND DUKE IS COMMANDER OF
RUSSIAN NMI IN MANCHURIA.
CZAR'S UNCLE TO SUC-
CEED KUROPATKIN. I
TIE PASS OCCUPIED.
Togo's Ships Reported To
Have Arrived at Singa-
pore.
ST. PETERSBURG, March 16.—
It is now definitely stated that Em-
peror Nicholas has approved the
decision of the council of war to send
Grand Duke Nicholas Nicholaei-
vitch to replace Gen. Kuropatkin Its
the bost means of putting a stop to
the intrigues and jealousies among
tne generals of the army, both at St.
Petersburg and at the front. Oen.
Soukhomlinoff will be chief of staff.
NEW CHW ANC*, Marco 18.—The
Japanese occupied Tie Pass Wednes-
day night.
LONDON, March 16.—The appear-
ance of Vice Admiral Togo's fleet in
the track that would be used in any
attempt by Vice Admiral Rojestven-
sky to make for Vladivostok is the
most interesting news of the day. It
is not known if Admiral Toge him-
self is with the fleet.
A steamer arriving at Singapore
reports having passed a squadron of
twenty-two Japanese warships about
twenty miles east of the entrance to
the Straits of Malacca. Two Japan-
ese cruisers and two auxiliary cruis-
ers previously arrived at Singapore.
Presumably, these vessels are on che
way westward in search of the Rus-
sian Second Pacific squadron, last
reported in Madagascar waters.
TOKIO, March 16.—It is expected
here that the approaches to Vladi-
vostok will be free of ice by March
21. The ice in the Tiacong river,
Korea. has melted and traffic with
Ping Yang has been resumed. Ping
Yang Is eighty miles west by south
of Wonsan,. which is on the north-




Coy. Beckham Honors Lou-
isville Man.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 16.—
Gov. Beckham declared his confi-
dence in Col. Biscoe Hindman by
appointing him colonel of the first
Kentucky regiment after having
heard the complaints filed against
him by line officers of the regiment.
Judge James P. Gregory was ap-
pointed lieutenant colonel and Capt.
Marmaduke B. Bowden as major of
the Third battali.:.n. The line officers
opposed to Col. Hindman say that
his appointment will be recognized
for the present, but that when an
election is ordered they hope to elect
Gem John B. Castleman as colonel.
Should they fail in this they say they
will resign.
 • 4116. 
Small Blaze.
An alarm of fire was turned in
about 2 o'clock from South Campbell
street.. The double team of the fire
department was at the blacksmith
shop at the time while the horse for
the single wagon was being exercis-
ed. The fire was of 110 consequence
however and had bee -I extinguished
without much damagt when the fire
department arrived. ,
REPORT FOR MARCH BY
STATE COMMISSIONER.
Statement of :Farming Con-
ditions and Prospects
In the State.
The New Era is in receipt of the
following report on Kentucky crops
by Commissioner Vreeland:
The winter has been an exception-
ally long and cold one. During the
months of January and February the
average temperature was much be-
low normal for those months. The
precipitation, while ample, was also
below normal. The ground was cov-
ered with snow during a large part
of the time, thus prolecting the fall
sown crops from the cold, dry winds
that have a tendency to burn or frost
the blades. While the wheat and
rye crops are not up to the standard
for the first of March, they give a
fair promise for an average crop.
The severe fall drouth and exceed-
ingly cold winter has prevented them
from making good growth; yet the
stand is fair and the roots of the
young plants have good hold in the
grozd. There seems to have been
a v small acreage of winter oats
sow. This is no doubt duo to the
partial failure of this crop for the
last two years. But few counties
give an eel iinste of the acreage and
coodition of bar'ey. From these
few counties the rep )1-to are shout an
average. There has been a very
small per cent, of plant land burned
for tobacco beds. But a few more
fair days like the ones now prevail-
ing and the farmers will get busy in
this line and will prepare for an usu-
al acreage. The per cent, of burley
and dark sold up to this time is un-
usually small. The reports show
that the acreage of meadows is about
an average. While.the condition of
meadows and clover are very satis-




fee from their grocer
are careful to specify
Chase & Sanborn's
Seal Brand Coffee,
which comes in pound





















I Eligiu Hors Eriell
: Laprobes, Leggins, etc. We have t
the largest aril best stock of I
addles
ever brought to Hopkinsville. In• 
fact we have bought too many.
If you want something goodlcome
and get it now, at 10 to 20 per
• cent discount. :: :
•I r. IL Yost & C.,:!:
1 207 South Alain Street. f
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
wintered well, except; a severe loss
of pigs and lambs, caused by excess-
ive weather. Stock coming out of
the winter in such good condition
can be accounted kir by an abund-
ance of feed and lack of cold rains
and damp seathsr, which are the
usual great flesh robbing factors
during the winter. Stock feed in
some counties is reported as getting
scarce. The numbers of cattle,
sheep, hogs, horses and mules are
about an average. There has been
very little farm work done for two
mouths, which will entail an extra
taken as a whole the farmer has it
great deal to be thankful for.
Convention in October.
--
, The executive committee of the
iState Development Convention has
decided to accent the recommends-
Zion of the state development com-
mittee of the commercial club, and
iwill the convention to be held Iii Lou-
isville between October 1 e.nd 16, the
exact date to be determind by the
1ocal organization.
The commercial club will bear the
expenses of the convention and will















From Itching and Bleeding Eczema
—Pain Terrible—Body and Face




"No tongue can tell how I suffered
for five years with itching and bleed-
ing eczema, until I was cured by the
Cuticura Remedies, and I am so grate-
ful I want the world to know, for what
helped me will help others. My body
and face were covered with sores.
One day it would seem to be better,
and then break out again with the
most terrible pain and itching. I have
been sick several times, but uever in
my life did I experience such awful
suffering as with this eczema. I had
made up my mind that death was near
at hand, and I longed for thet time
when I would be at rest. I had tried
many different doctors and medicines
without success, and my mother
brought me the Cuticura Remedies,
insisting that I try them. I began to
feel better after the first bath with
Cuticura Soap, and one application of
Cuticura Ointment. I continued with
the Soap and Ointment, and have
taken four bottles of Cuticura Resolv-
ent, and consider myself well. Any
person having any doubt about this
wonderful cure by the Cuticura Rem-
edies can write to my address.
Mn. Altie Etson, Bellevue, Mich."
ITCHING ECZEMA
And All Other Itching and Scaly
Eruptions Cured by Cuticura.
The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema; the fright-
ful scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of
hair and crusting of scalp, as in
*caned head; all demand a remedy of
almost superhuman virtues to success-
fully cope with them. That Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, and Pills are such
stands proven beyond all doubt.
C•ttros Beep, iloluneut, and PHU an sold throughout
Om. •orld. Potter Drug • Chew. Corp., Boutou, Solo
h•Orisiorn ar.$uk4 far " How to Cure Enema."
Max Hanberry to Wed.
Hon. Max M. Mulberry, one of
the most prominent attorneys of the
Cadiz bar, will be married early in
April to Miss Cordle Francis, of
Nashville. The marriage will take
place at the home of the bride's
mother in Nashville, and will be a
quiet home wedding. Miss Francis
was reared near Roaring Spring in
this county, and is a lady of many
womanly grazes. Mr. Hauberry en-
joys a splendid practice and for a
number of years has been prominent
throughout Western Kentucky both
in politics and in the practice of his
profession. He and his bride will go
Immediately to Cadiz after the wed-
ding where they will make their fu-
ture-home. The Record anticipates
the event with hearty congratulation
to both Mr. Hanberry and his charm-
ing bride.—Cadis Record.
Invaluable for Rheumatism.
I have been suffering for the past
few yi ars with a severe attack of
rheumatism and found that Bal-
lard snow Liniment was the only
thing that gave me satisfaction and
tended to alleviate my pains. March
94th, 1992, Jobn C. Degnan, Kins-
man, Ill. 2.6c, 60c and $1 00 at Ray
.k Fowler and L. L. Elgin.
—
AU persons knowing themselves
indebted to the estate of Jno. H.
Ebling, deceased are hereby notified
' to settle same on or before April let,
1906; and all persons holding legal
claims against the estate of said de-
owed are hereby notified to file
same with me, properly proved, on
or before said date.
W. T. Davis, Atitnr.
Star Route No. 2, Hopkinsville, Ky.
d lt w at
Live Foxes Wanted.
We will pay $1 each for four young
red foxes delivered at this office
crated ready for shipment. Must
have four and no more.
w2t New Era Co.
WANTED—Lady or gentleman of
fair quctstiou to travel for a firm of
$260,0J0.00 capital. Salary $1,072.00
per year and expenses; paid weekly.
Address with stamp, Joseph A.
Alexander, Hopkinsville, Ky. wzt
Notice to Farmers.
I have fitted up the Fallenstein to-
bacco houses, on East Fourth street,
nearConsumers' ice factory,and they
are fully equipped with modern priz-
ing fixtures and I am now ready to
receive tobacco for prizing. Liberal
advance made on tobacco in store.
T. E. ELGIN, contractor,
with Dark Tobacco District Plant-
ers' Protective Association. diw8
rerastria
•
MR. STANLEY ARSES EVERY FANCIED
OBJECTION TO THE FREE THROE TOBACCO BILL
Explains the Status of the Measure In the Senate—Effect
 Upon Rev-
enues--Believed It Will Pass at the Next Session of Congre
ss.
The last official act of Congress-
man A. 0. Stanley before leaving
Washiugton was to prepare an ans-
wer to inquiries made by the Senate
finance committee as to the effect of
the bill providing free trade upon to-
bacco upon the revenues of the gov-
ernment. Mr.:Stanley has squarely
met the fancied objections to this
bill, and he and others who have
worked in its interest have hopes of
its passage at an early date in the
next congress. As this letter explains
the statue of the bill in the senate
the New Era reproduces it for the
benefit of the citizens at this region:
Hon. William B. Allison, United
States Senate:
Dear Sir:—I take pleasure in sub.-
witting the following in reply to
your inquiry, made some days since,
as to the extent the revenues of the
government would be affected by the
bill introduced by Mr. Dalzell for the
relief of the tobacco growers, and be-
ing considered by your committee in
the senate.
As I understand there are only
two rossibie objections which can be
urged to this bill:
First, that the unrestricted sale of
tobaccol:inl the leaf will render it
more difficult to collect the tax now
imposed upon the manufacture of to-
bacco, on account of the inability of
the government toRkeep tab on the
small quantities of leaf tobacco sold
without the imposition of the tax.
Second, that the sale of this un-
taxed natural leaf may materially
decrease the revenues of the govern-
ment by supplanting the taxed arti-
cle on the market.
Both of the objections were urged
to this billiwhen it was considered
by the ways and means committee
and in thelhouse, and were the sub-
ject of exhaustive inquiry and dis-
cussion. (See :hearings before sub-
committee on internal revenue of the
committee On ways and means, fifty-
eighth copgress, second session.)
As to the first objection, that the
government cannot keep track of the
tobacco sold without the imposition
of tax, and that it may subsequently
be manufactured free of duty, the
practical experience of this govern-
ment from the time the first tax was
unposed until the passage of the Wil-
son bill clearly demonstrates that no
such results are possible. Under the
McKinley act there was no tax on
tobacco in the natural leaf, and yet
the government had no difficulty in
collecting this rhenue or preventing
this tobacco from being manufac-
tured or sold free of duty.
The manufacturer of tobacco, espe-
cially since this business has gone
into the hands of very large firms,
buy the particular kind of tobacco
wbich they need in large quantities,
mauyll'hogsheads at a time. This to-
bacco is secured either through their
warehouses located in the large cit-
ies, or on the "brakes," as they are
called; that it, in the large ware-
houses, where hundreds of hogsheads
of tobacco are shipped by the grow-
ers and from which the agent of the
manufacturer selects the leaf re-
quired for his particular brand or
trade.
Leaving out of consideration the
danger and odium incident to an ef-
fort to defraud this government at 6
cents a pound, these great concerns
would be a losing business by run-
ning over the country, picking up 13
pouuds of tobacco here and a hun-
dred pounds there. In addition, to-
bacco, to be manufactured, must be
"bulked," as it is called; that is, put
in a pliable state until it can be
handled without loss or damage. To-
bacco sold for immediate consump-
tion by retailers is never in this
state.
It will be remembered that this
tax is placed upon the finished pro-
duct. The manufacturer cannot sell
without placing upon the box or
package containing it a government
stamp, showing the weight and char-
acter of the contents of the package.
The retailer cannot purchase or sell
this tobacco unless it bears this
stamp. This is a complete and per-
fect check upon the manufacturer.
It is a matter of no importance t,
the government where tt.e mautifac-
Direr gets his tobacco; he may buy
it or he may steal it, for that matter.
The only concern of the revenue de-
partmeut is that he should pay six
cents per pound upon every pound
madufactared and sold.
Argument upon this question is
unnecessary, however, for this rea
son: The practical experience of
the government, after years of ex-
portent). with the untaxed leaf, has from eighty cents to $10 per pound,
demonstrated that the collection of will hardly allow the habits and
revenue is not in any way decreased tastes of a lifetime to be immedia
te-
or retarded by allowing the producer ly changed in order to save six cents
and his subsequent vendees to sell a pound in his smoking tobacco
the natural leaf free of tax The impossibility of such a happen
Mr. Yerkes, the present commis- log is the more apparent when we
sioner of internal revenue,experienc- consider that an average smoker will
ed no difficulty in collecting this tax, not consume a pound of tobacco in
nor was any effort made on the yart several months.
of the warehousemen, on the untax- What thd producer wants is the
ed and natural leaf, to defraud the untrammeled sale of hie product.
government by manufacturing and Even if the farmer were able to pay
selling surreptitiously. On page 55 the six cents a pound he has no op.
of the hearing referred to before the portunity or means at hand to weigh
ways and means ccminittee, Mr. or sack his tobacco in two-ounce
Yerkes, speaking of this very mess- packages or to keep the intricate
ure, says: "I do not think that it books required by the government.
would materially injure the revs- All he desires is to be able to sell the
flues of the goveinment. I do not natural leaf wherever he can find a
think it would materially affect the purchaser, and if that purchaser
proper enforcement of the revenue chooses to manufacture it he is cer-
law, and I believe that it would give thin, in the light of past experience,
large relief to the tobacco growers." to pay this six cents tax rather than
Again, on page 47, Mr. Yerkes, in incur the pains and penalties irnpns-
speaking of this restriction of which ed by law.
we complain, says: "Yee, that ml Respectfully submitted,
lug has been enforced for a Dumber A. 0. STANLEY.
of years, and I am frank to admit
that it is, perhaps, too rigid."
Again, on page 46 of the same
hearing, the chairman of the com-
mittee asked Mr. Yerkes this ques-
tion: "He sells his tobacco lust as
a man sells his wheat, hay or oats?"
Mr. Yerkes: "Yes, except for one
limitation. I am frank to admit that
it is not a necessary limitation, per-
haps made by the regulations of the
bureau under the statutes requiring
him to sell directly himself."
The candor, eificieney, and disin
terested zeal in the public service of
the present seivenue commissioner is
no questioned. His opportunity to
judge with absolute accuracy, both
as to the necessity of this restriction
upon the sale of leaf tobacce and its
effect upon this business is unique.
He is certainly the best authority
upon this subject, and he unequivo-
cally declares that this onerous reg-
ulation is both unnecessary to the
protection of the revenues of the
government and an unwise and oner-
ous burden upon the producers of
this staple.
As to the second objection, the
same excellent authority, after ex-
haustive investigation,explicitly dis-
poses of it in a way to satisfy the
skeptical, and since the whole ma-
chinery by which this revenue is col-
lected comes under the clear and
vigilant supervision of this commis-
sioner, I am sure his findings will
not and cannot be questioned. But
very little of the revenue from the
sale of tobacco accrues to this gov-
ernment from smoking toba.rco, even
in the form of a twist.
If alithe relief which the growers
of tobacco ask should be granted,
and they should be allowed to sell it
not only in the natural leaf but in
the twist, Mr, Yerkes estimates that
the revenues of the government
would not be affected to exceed the
sum of $750,000 per annum. He is
equally certain that the passage of
the bill which is now before your
honorable committee would not af-
fect the revenue of the government
at all. The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
On page 48 of the hearing referred Louis, the best semiweekly newspa
-
to Mr. Gaines of Tennessee asked
Mr. Yerkes this question (referring
to the sale of leaf tobacco): "flow
much revenue do you get from that
particular way of selling tobacco?" when so requested, for SI a year.
Mr. Yerkes: "I would say, about The Twice a Week Repub
lic for
nothing." On page 66 of the same near a centnry has earned and Ille
 in-
hearing Mr. Yerkes says, after ex- tamed the confidence of half 
a mill-
plaining that the revenues would not
be effected: "I believe that you can
grant relief by that avenue that and issues special sta
te editions,each
would be of great benefit to the pro-
ducers."
On February 3, 1914, Mr. Yerkes in
a strong communication directed to
Mr. Gaines, in which he explains in
detail the present law, the difference
between the conditions now existing
under the Wilson bill and the status
of the grower under the McKinley
acts and In discussing the sales of
leaf tobacco and the effect of the sale
of the natural leaf upon the revenues
of the government uses this explicit
language: "No taxes accrues to the
government on account of each
sales." (See '2256, Congressional
Record, Feb. 22, 1904.)
As to the possibility of this tobacco
sold in the natural leaf driving out
of the market the higher priced and
taxed article, and by thus diminish-
ing the sale of the taxed tobacco im-
mediately affecting the revenues of
this government, this is a contingen-
cy so remote as to deserve but little
consideration and less apprehension
on the part of your committtee. Tbe
ma i who chews tobacco or smokes NOTE—
If :ton want only the
cigars or uses the manufactured to- Twice-a-Wee
k Republic the price is
ham in his pipe, costing him, say, 960 a year. The price of F
arm Pro-
gross alone 1 100 a year. wtf
Corninissioner's
Sale.
Christian Circuit Court, Kentucky.
L. D. Watson's Adm'r. et al?
against Equity
Howard D. Watson, et al.
By virtue of a judgment and order
of sale of the Christian circuit court,
rendered at the Feb. term thereof,
1906, in the above cause, I shall pro-
ceed to offer for sale, at the court
house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
the highest and best bidder at public
auction, on Saturday, the 25th day
of March, 1906, between the hours
of 11 te iii. and 1 p. m., upon g credit
of six months, the following describ-
ed property, to-wit:
The following described tract or
parcel of land in Christian county,
Ky., near Casky, Ky., and which is
bounded as follows:
Beginning at a stone S Garnett's
original corner; theme° S 6 W 213;t
poles to a stone, a corner to the
Fields' tract; thence with a line
thereof S 77 E 1683 poles to a stone;
thence again with Fields' line S 89 E
8 poles to a stone; thence N 5 W
poles to a stone near an elm, Whit-
taker's, Henry's and Garnett's cor-
ner; thenee with the Garnett line N.
81 W 163 poles to the beginning, con-
taining by actual survey and estima-
tion, 84-55 acres. Or sufficient there-
of to produce the sums of money or-
dered to be made, amounting to
$1,733.25.
For the purchase price, the pur-
chaser must execute bond with ap-
proved surety or sureties, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale
until paid and having the force and
effect of a replevin bond. Bidders






per in the country, and Farm Pro-
gress,America's leading Agricultural
and home monthly, will be sent to
any address, or to separate addresses
ion readers. It covers the news of
the world thoroughly and accurately
containing the latest and most relia-
ble reports of the particular locality
in which it circulates. Its special
departments are edited by experts,
and its artists and contributors are
among the bsst in the country. It is
published every Tuesday and Thurs-
day—eight pages each issue, sixteen
pages a week.
Farm Progress, issued on the first
Thursday of every month, contains
sixteen pages or more full, standard
size newspaper pages, filled with up-
todate farm literature, and special
departments for the home, fashions,
boys and girls, fiction. etc. It is pub-
livhed by The Republic—a guarantee
of its excellect and high character.
It will pay ym to take advantage
of this special offer now. Use this
ORDER BLANK.
The Republic, St. Louis. Mo:
Inclosed find $1 for which send The
Twice-a-Week Republic and Farm
Progress one yea'. te
Naine 
P.O  R. F. D 








AVegetable Pre pa ra lion forAs -
sintating the Food andReg ula-
ling the Stomachs andBowels of
Il 1N1S/1.
Promotes Digestion.Cheerrul-









A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoe.
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-





WO? COPY OF WRAPPER.
C STORIk
For Infanta and Children.











It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's IDangarOns.
NV, '11 admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, bilious
ness,
and all stomach, kidney and liydr complaint..
TRY IT TO-DAYi
30 Conte a Dottie. All Drugghss.
Sold by Ray (111 Yowler nd L. L. Elgin
Louisville and Nashvigle Railroad
TIME CARD. Effettive April lath.
NORTH. SOUTH.
No 62 St Louis Express 19.4: a m No 61 St Louis Express 6'18 r
No 54 St Louis Fast Mail.. 10:20 p m •No 63 St Louis Fast Mail. .6:40 am
No 92 Chicago and New No 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 5'40 a m Orleans Limited 12:01 a it
No 68 Hopkinsville Accom..8:46 p m No 66 Hopkinsviile Acoom..8:40 a ni
*Does net stop
Nos 52 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Er
n
and foi Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 68 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu
oinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also connect
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to,. Chicago and will not carry passengers to points
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. ,A ugustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects
 a
Guthrie for points east and West.




Organized In 1865 
Capital Stock Paid In $100,000.00
Surplus $32,000.00
HENRY C. GANT, PRESIDENT.
J. E. MCPHERSON, C4SHIER.
I. L. MCPHERSON, ASST.' CASHIER.
WITH the larges
t combined cap141 and surplus of any bank
in Christian comity, we are prepared to offer our custo-
mers every facility in the conduct of their business, and






Solicit consignments of Prized Tobacco. Large, well-
lighted comfortable Loose Floor. Prompt person
al atten-
tion; correct weights; careful sales;
 quick returns; rea-
sonable charges.
H. H. ABE1RNATHY, Manager
arA
FOR ism Riau MRS. CHADWICK CONVICTED ON.SEVEN
COUNTS, AND HAS ATTACK OF HYSTERIA.
KENTUCKY CHAPTER
ARE VOTING
Busts to be Placed In Con-
tinental Hall at Wash
Ington.
A matter of much interest just now
in the Daughters of the American
Revolution circles is the voting for
persons in American history whose
busts shall be used in the continental
hall which has been erected at
Washington City by this organiza-
tion. The building will be ready fer
occupancy by April 1, and the ten
persons whose busts are to be used
in its ornamentation will soon be
chosen.
The one for whom nearly all the
Kentucky chapters and those of
other southern states are voting is
Isaac Shelby, a sketch of whom fol-
lows:
Gov. Isaac Shelby. the son of (ben.
Evan She'by, was born in the prey-
lace of Maryland in 1760, and in 1772
emigrated with his father's family to
Fincastle county, Va., now the site
of Bristol, Tenn. He was a lieuten-
ant in his father's company at the
battle of Point Pleasant, October 10,
1774, and soon after the battle began
(fought from daylight to dark) all
the senior officers being either killed
or wounded, his father, General
Evan Shelby, was the commanding
officer.
Late in the afternoon while the
battle was raging, and all in doubt,
Lieutenant Shelby went with his
company in the rear of the Indians'
line of battle, which daring move
stampeded the Indians, and made
Lieutenant Shelby the hero of the
battle. At once a fort was erected
by the colonial state of Virginia near
the battlefield, with Captain Russell
in command and Lieutenant Shelby
second in command.
In the spring of 1775 Lieutenant
Shelby came to Kentucky and was
the surveyor of lands for Hart, Hen-
derson & Co., and in April, 1776, pat-
anted lands near Danville, on which
he built a log house and named the
place "Traveler's Rest."
The Revolutionary war having be-
gun he was appointed in April, 1776,
a captain in the Virginia army, and
reported at once at Williamsburg,
the colonial capital of Virginia. He
was soon made a major and then a
colonel, and was constantly engaged
with his command during the entire
war, colonel Shelby was also a
member of the Virginia legislature
and in 1779, when the dividing line
between the states of Virginia mil
North Carolina was extended, the
line passed through his fatnor'e farm,
now Bristol, Tenn., the residence be-
ing on the North Carolina side—Sul-
Hyatt county; and as soon as this
fact was ascertained he was appoint-
ed a colonel in the North Carolina
army and filiO elected from Sullivan
county to the legislature of that state.
Colonel Shelby was the hero of the
batticuf King's mountain, October
7, 1780, and the war having ended he
returned to Kentucky in 1782, and
settled .at his home "Traveler's
Rest," where lie erected the first
stone house in Kentucky, which
after a period of 126 years is in a per-
fect state of preservation, and in the
spring of 1783 he was married.
He was the first governor cf Ken-
tucky and again during the war of
1812, when he commanded the Ken-
tucky troops at the battle of the
Thames, October 5, 1813. Governor
Shelby declined the secretaryship of
war, tendered him in 1817 by Presi-
dent Monroe and was appointed in
1817 by President Monroe the corn-
ealssioner for the state of Kentucky,
to set with General Andrew Jack-
son, the commissioner for the state
of Tennessee, to treat with the Chic-
asaw Indians for their lands, now
known as the "Purchase."
Governor Shelby's last days were
passed in peace at "Traveler's Rest,"
where he died and was buried in
1826, aged seventy.-six years, and
over his grave a monument was
erected by the state of Kentucky.
While There is Life There
Is Hope.
was afflicted with catarrh ; could
neither taste nor smell and could
hear but little. Ely's Cream Bairn
cored it.—Marcus G. Shautz, Hall-
way, N. J.
Cream Bairn reached me safely
nod the effect is surprising. My 8011
says the first application gave decid-
ed relief. Respectfully, Mrs. Frank-
lin Freeman, Dover, N. H.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
rflerezing. Sold by druggists at 50c,
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 66 War-
ren St., New York.
'11Salasue. Ttshad Talks A1wp TOO
airmiwn
The news of the critical illness of
Mrs. Louise Evans, wife of Judge
Walter Evans, of the federal court,
was received in this city with ex-
pressions of sorrow by tbe many
friends and relatives of Mrs. Evans
and her husband, who both formerly
resided here.
John B. (Iowan, father of Mrs.
Evans, lived in this city all his life,
and was a prominent citizen. He
was at one time sheriff of the county
and afterward, in the latter years of
his life, was postmaster here.
His daughter, Louise, was born
and rearea in this city, living here
until she removed with her husband,
at that time a young lawyer who had
been practicing at this bar for about
ten or twelve years, to Louisville.
During her youth she was a belle and
one of the prettiest girls in this city.
She is, like her parents, a member of
the Methodnet church, and always
entered zealously into the work of
that denomination. She was mar-
ried to Judge Evans at an early age.
She is related to several prominent
families of this city.
Startling Mortality.
Statistics show startling mortality
from appendicitis and peritonitis. To
prevent and cure these awful dis-
eases, there is jest one reliable rem-
edy, Dr. King's New Life Pills. M,
Flannery, of 14 uustorn House Place.
Chicago, says: "They have no equal
for Constipation and Biliousness."
250 at L. L. Elgin's and Ray ez Fow-
ler'il, druggist.
GEN. BlIECKINRIOCE
His Portrait Will Be on Con-
federate Reunion Badge.
The portrait of General John C.
Breckinridge, of Kentucky, will be
put on the official badges of the
United Confederate Veterans' le-
union. This was decided at a meet-
ing of the executive committee and
12,562 badges were ordered.
At the committee meeting, Gen.
John B. Castleman first moved that
the portrait of Gen. Lee be pat on
the badges, but Thomas D. Osborne
moved to amend by substituting the
portrait of Gen. Breckinridge, and
Gen. Castleman withdrawing, the
motion was carried unanimouely.
It Keeps the Feet Warm
and Dry.
Ask today for Allen's Foot-Ease, a
powder. It cureschilblains, swollen,
sweating, sore, aching, damp feet
At all druggists and shoe stores, 25.
g= SID c•xt.





THE CHADWICK MYSTFRV OV :riTLLIONS.
(Special to New Era)
CLEVELAND, 0., March 13—Mrs.
Cassie L. Chadwick was convicted
on seven counts of conspiracy to de-
fraud the United States by conspir-
ing to procure the certification of
checks on a national bank when
chore wzre no funds in the bank to
her credit. The, extreme penalty fixed
by law is a find of $10,000 or impris-
onment not more than two years on
each count. The jury was but two
hours in reaching a verdict. When
Mrs. Chadwick grsped the meaning
of it she sank into her chair. Later
she had an attack of hystria, which
lasted fifteen minutes. The woman's
attorney made a motion for a new
trial Judge Tayler announced that




LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 13.—
Ward C. Blaydes, an employe in the
city ticket office of the Big Four rail-
road company, has been missing
since last Monday, and his books are
being examined for a shortage of $500
which is said to exist.
WANTED—A boy about 14 or 16
years old to work on farm. J. B.
Sherrell, R. R. No. 6, Hopkintiville.
w2t
CLING TO:HI8 HAND.
"God never would send you. the
darknees,
If he felt you could bear the light;
But you would not cling to his guid-
ing hand,
If the way was always bright:
And you would not care to walk by
faith,
Could you always walk by sight.-
'Tis true he has many an anguish
For your sorrowful heart to bear,
And many a cruel thorn-crown
For your tired head to wear.
He knows how few could reach heav-
en at all,
If pain did not guide them there.
So he sends you blinding darkness
And the furnace of sevenfold heat;
"Pis the only way—believe me—
To keep you close to his feet;
Fr 'tie always so easy to wander
When our lives are glad and sweet.
Then nestle your hand in your Fath-
er's
And sing if you can as you go;
Your song may cheer some one be-
hind you
Whose courage is sinking low:
And well—if your lips do quiver,
God will love you better so.
Light literature will receive a se-
vere blow if the New York legisla-
ture passes a bill that has been in:
troduced in the' assembly. Its pre-
visions are as follows: "The publi-
cation, sale or offering for sale with-
in this state of stories or novels con-
taining narratives of adventure, law-
lessness or Woodshed, the tendency
of which is to incite a spirit of law-
lessness, is prohibited. Any persons
publishing, selling or having in pos-
session for sale within this state any
such publication shall be guilty if
misdemeanor."
THE PEOPLE ALL
In Chorus Cried, Give Vs Nevi bro'a
Ilerptelde.
This word of late has been In every-
one's mouth, and many are wondering
what the word signifies, though no one
has yet been found, who will deny that
NEWBRO'S HERPICIDE does the WOCK.
Well, for the information of thousands of
people who like to know all about a good
thing, we would say that HERPICIDE
means, a destroyer or killer of "Herpes,"
Now "Herpes" Is the family name of a
disease caused by various vegetable par-
asites. A similar microbe causes dan-
druff, itching scalp, and falling hair; thla
Is the microbe that NEWBRO'S HERPI-
CEDE promptly destroys; after which the
'lair grows. Sold by leading druggists.
Send Me, in stamps for sample to The
HerpicIde Co., Detroit, Mich,
B. C. Hardwick, special agents.
IN MONTH OF APRIL
THE WORLD WILL COME
TO AN END
Little Band in Decatur, Ind.,
Is Preparing For The
Millennium
(Special to New Era,)
DECATUR, lcd., March 12.—
Waiting ftsr the world to ccme to an
end an .iivocating the creed of
their sect several families of this
city, under the leadership of William
Whittredge, formerly of Elgin, Ohio,
are preparing for the millennium,
which they say will come some time
in April.
The little band has no name, but
its members apparently are sincere
in their belief. When Whittredge
and his followers quietly came to
this city several weeks ago they at-
tracted little attention, but it was
noticed that although the entire band
of three families was housed in one
dwelling, the men apparently had no
occupation. Then the people of the
neighborhood began to wonder what
their mission here could be. It was
made known that the strangers were
simply waiting for the world to come
to an end, and tracts were scattered
over the city warning the residents
of the town that the end is expected
In April.
The followers of Whittredge, in
preaching their doctrine, point to the
book of Revelations in the bible, and
on the tracts which they distribute
are printed quotations from the 'Able.
The metnbers of the band all are in-
telligent and well informed and they
preach their belief in interesting con-
versation.
Incredible Brutality.
It would have been incred.ble bru-
tality if Chas. F. Lemberger, of Syr-
acuse, N. Y., had not done the best
he could for his suffering son. "My
boy," he says, "cut a fearful gash
over his eye, scrT applied Bucklen's
Arnica Salve, rich quickly healed
it and saved 1, eye." Good for burns
and ulcers to, Only 26c at L. L. El-
gin's and Resit& Fowler's drug store.
LOUISVILLE pRIMAFIY.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 13.—
The Democratic city and county
committee has called a primary for
Tuesday, April 25, at which, candi-
dates for the various city and county
offices shall be Chosen.
HOW TO KEEP WELL
Strengthen the Stomach With Mi-o
na and Get Perfect Health. ,r
The source of health is the stom-
ach and the digestive system. When
acting as Nature designed tl ey
should, the organs of digestion do
their work regularly and uncon-
sciously, like a perfect machine.
Those who use, Mi-o-na co not have
sallow complexion, sunken cheeks,
nor flabby flesh. Their Mehl has a
Addy glow, the eyes are bright., the
breath sweet and the step elastic. In
short, the users of MI-o-na have the
maximum of good health and are
plump, rosy and robust.
Nide-tenths of all sickness comes
from a weak stomach, causing loss of
flesh, shattered nerves, flatulency,
heartburn, sick headaches, back-
aches, spots before the eyes, rheu-
matic troubles, and general weakness
and debility. Take a Mi-o-na tablet
before each meal, and all irritation,
congestion and inflammation in the
stomach or bowels will be immedi-
ately soothed and relieved. In fact,
the stomach will become well and
strong and the whole system filled
with strength and vitality.
Even if a weakened stomach has
brought you to a chronic stage of ill
health, where life is one long drawn
out pain, do not despair. Mi-c.na
will effect a cure if the simple direc-
tions in each 60c box are faithfully
followed.
Read the guarantee given by L. L.
Elgin with every package of Mi-o na
he sells, He pledges himself in this
guarantee to refund the money,
should lel i-o-na fail to help.
9 23
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
The Halo of Motherhood.
The halo of motherhood is a divine thing, we all
revere it, and we all appreciate at What a cost it has
been won. Apprehension, tears, worry, and actual sufferinfg
make up its cost, and yet all this might be vastly lessened
by the simple agency of
MOTHER'S PRIEND,
a liniment dedicated to the easing of
parturition and its ac4ompanying
suffering.
It is applied externally,
and the results following its ulse are
nothing short of marvelous "A
friend in need is a friend indeed,"
that's what Mother's Friend is.
Sold at all drug stories for
$1.00 per bottle. Sehd for
our book, "Motherkood,"
tree if you ask.
BRADFIELD REOULA TOR 00.,
!ATLANTA, SA. J
To Beautify ;W M. HANKLIN
Your Complexion Manufactltrer and Dealer in
IN 10 DAYS, isE; FOREIGN IAND AMERICAN
..SATINOL/1.. Marbleand Granite
Monuments.THE UNXQUALLED BEAUTIFIER.
SATINOLA is a new discovery, guaran-teed, and money will be refunded if it
fails to remove the worse case of
Freckles,Pimples, Tan, Liver Spots, Sallow-
ness, Blackheads or any skin eruption in 20
days—leaves the: skin clear, soft, heaitny
and restores the beauty of youth. Thous-
ands testify to theimertta of Sattnola. Pries
50e and 11.00 by leading:druggists or mail.
Prepared only by
NATIONAL TOILET CO.,
PA HIS, : : : : TENN.
Sold in Hopkinsville by L. L. El-
gin, RC Hardwick,1 A. Johnson and
Cook & Higgins.
Also sell Corn (11 Hay

















will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
If you want to
save money and be
gettLig interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
stock as an invest.-
J E. McPherson, Sec
VLEIVIONETANITARFOIMIONIYANDTAR Gads.
stops theecregb. arid Imml• lungs
Monuments Alat toe=gir.:7-11
Tombstones Iron Fencing
M a r K e rs Until further notice I can




Lambs's Wool Sweaters at
One-Fourth Off
KEEP WARM
CO11BINED NECK and EAR MUFFLER
Protects the neck, ears and face. Warm. durable
and neat. Makes zero weath pleasant. A sure preven-
tative for coughs colds, pneumonia end consumption.






Successor to Golay ek Brame. Cor. 7th ik Vir. Ste.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attended% give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meetip all trains. Fune-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1313, Cumber
land phone 32. I will be glad to have all my friends give me
their patronage.




Ton can make your bar
mew as soft se • glove
and se tough as wire by
using EUREKA Mar-
Oil. Too can
lengthen Its lite-rnek• le




makes • poor look Ing har-
ness like new. Made et
pure, heavy bodied oil, es-








Per many years it has been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused isekgestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth Is exactly the
opposite. indigestion causes eatarrh. Re-
peated attacks of indigestles Isflames the
mucous membranes lining the stomach and
exposes the nerves of the stomach, thus (imo-
lai the glands to secrete mucln Instead of
the juices of natural digestion. This Is
called Catarrh of the Stomach.
Kehl Dyspepsia Owe
mileyee all Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the stomach. protects the
serves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a manse of fullness after eating. Indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomath troubles.
Kola Digests What You Kt
Make the Stomach Serest.
swim oeir. Fterukir ma. S 1.00. bolding 2H, times
the trial size, which sells for 50 cents.
snowed by 1. 0. DoWITT a 00.. 0Hkaage.






Best 5c Cigar On
the Market.
Sold only by




If so, you should have them
attended to at once PO AS to
catch the spring rainsforyour
summer water supply.
Let us do this work for you
and it will then h. sun, to he
done right.
L. E. ADWELL,



















A good set of Teeth,
$5




Next to Court House, Hopkin
s-




Agricultural Products In the
United States Last Year
Worth 64,000,000,000.
THE KEY TO YOUR SYSTEM TOUR LIVER
Astonishing figures are given by P.
F. Htnnigan, chairman of the 
trans-
portation committee of the Fruit a
nd
Produce Exchange, in a report 
on
the wealth of the farms of the 
coun-
try, says a Boston telegram to 
the
New York Press. In reviewing t
he
increase in farm capital he asserts
 is
censervative estimate would place
the amount at $2,000,000,000, an
d this
Is a part from tbe changed lau
d val-
ues in the last two years.
Mr. Hennigan, who is one of th
e [Qum_ REcogNITIoN Fogo
most prominent business men in the
city, saye that the wealth of the f
ar-
mere reduced to figures is nothing
short of startling. His report has the
indorsement of all the members of
the committee, who unite in pra
is-
ing it as a conservative document.
"After a careful estimate of the
value of the farm products for 1904,"
reads the report, "made within the
census scope, it is safe to say it will
amount to $4,900,000,000, after exclud-
ing. the value of the farm crops fed
to live stock, in order to avoid dupli-
cation of values. This is 9 05 per cent
above the value of 1903, and 31 28
per cent above that of 1899.
The unthinkable value, aggregat-
ing $2,000,000,000, shows that farms
have pr )(laced in two years wealth
exceeding the output ot all the gold
mines in the world since Columbus
discovered America. This year's
product is more than six times the
amount of the capital stock of all
the national banks; it lacks only
three quarters of a billion of dollars
of the values of the manufactures of
1900, less the cost of the material
used; it is three times the grossearn-
ings from the operations of the rail-
roads, and it is four times the value
of all the mineral products of the
country.
The year 1904, the report states,
kept well up the average of exports
of farm products during the time be-
tween 1899 and 1903, and amounted to
$859,000,000. while the average for
five years was nearly $865,000,000.
IT'S ALWAYS BAD..
The Best of Backs are Bad When
They Ache, and Hopkinsville
People Know It.
A bad hack is always bad.
Bad at night when bedtime comes.
Just as bad in the morning.
Ever try Doan'ti Kidney Pills for
it?
Know they cure backache—cure
every kidney ill?
If you don't some Hopkinsville
people do.
Read a case of it:
Mrs. W. L. Johnson, of 615 Jesup
avenue, sm s: "My husband suffer-
ed for several years with kidney
complaint which made its presence
known by a most severe aching in
hie back and which often became PO
had, especially in the morning when
rising or on occasions when he was
obliged to do corsiderable stooping
or lifting, that he could scarcely
move about. It occurred to him
while reading an advertisement in a
local taper about Duane Kidney
Pills that they might at least give
him some relief, and acting on the
thought he went to L. A. Johnson's
drug store and got a box. The treat-
ment proved tile merits of the reme-
dy. The aches and pains were re-
lieved and the other symptoms dis-
appeared. I have the best of rea-
sons to recommend Doan's Kidney
Pills and am confident that in every
case they do all that is lepresented
for them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosZer-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Kentucky Patents.
Granted this week and reported by
C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
Washington, D. C.: Fred C. Mil-
burn, Bradfordsville, brake. John
V. Pitcher, Louisville. pocket pencil
and pen holder. For copy of any of
above patents send ten cents la pos-
tage stamps with date of this paper
to C. A. Snow ec Co., Washington,
D. C.
The principal eiviliztai nations of the
world guard Jealously and expend mill-
ions annually to protect those strategic
positions, or stroitigholds, recognized as
I he" key " to t heir national it,
Your liver is the stronghold that you
must fortify and guard against the attack.
of iliseaae. Your liver is "Th. Key to your
System." Take
care of your liver
and your liver









tion of the Wail-
der, dmpar.atone
In the Idadder,
and many other similar t•neinies of your
system are marching against you. They
must mach your system through your liver.
If you fortify Ilds titronghold against them
you conquer disease anti win robust health.
II you neglect voiir liver they will capture
it and overrun your entire system, breaking
down tissue through the nerves and
blood. Nei-seen of the heart and lungs,
it, iikeasen, tonstIpation, rheumatism
anti shit-atoll. troubles naturally follow.
The only preparation that drives out all
these trouble. is OR. THACHER'S LIVER
AND BLOOD SYRUP. It cures, because it
goes to the seat of the trouble at once. It
drives these disorders out of your liver'















ening opiates—no harm in a thousand
bottles.
Dr. Thachera Ft ealth Book will tell
you why you are sick, and how to
he well. Rend for it, and a sample bot-
tle of DR. THACHER'S LIVER AND BLOOD
SYRUP.
BOTH FREE!
THACHER MEDICINE CO., CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
All Druggists: 50c. and $1.00 per bottle.
REGULAR MARKETS TO BE GIVEN,
Samples Will Be Inspected and Hogsheads Sold
 at the
Markets to Which the Tobacco Naturally
Belongs.
THE OWNERS WILL SHIP WHERE THEY PLEASE.
Au important and largely attended the types o
f all tobacco belonging to
meetieg of the executive ttommittee member- to of the associa
tion, when
of the Dark Tobacco District Plan- taken from
 prized hogsheads that
ters Protective Association was held are contiguous
 to regular or estab-
Friday at Guthrie. hailed markets
, the Same to be stored
A resolution was adopted deciar- and kept for final sale at 
those Eel,
log it to Willie association's purpose eral markets, subject
 to the inspec-
to give equal recognition to the tion and gradin
g of the salesman of
markets of Hopkinsville, Clarks- the Dark Tobac
co association, and to
ville, Mayfield and Paducah. In be sold by said
 salesman or his des-
pursuance with this policy., type ignated representativ
e, but the sale
samples for alasffication will be col--
lected at each of these places and
not exclusively at Clarksville as had
and settlement must be made at the
market to which the tobacco natural-
ly belongs, or where it is sampled
been announced. By this arrange- , and stored.
ment tho samples will follow the I "By this we do n
ot wish to detract
hogshead and will be graded and from the indivi
dual owner of said to.
kept for inspection at the market to bacco the right to exe
rcise his own
which the tobacco naturally belongs. judgment and to s
hip to any of the
Each planter may, of course, ship , above named markets
 his crop when
his tobacco te any of these markets. I prized tor storage
 and sale, at his
The resolution in full follows: own discretion."
"That Whereas:— I The following
 Hopkinsville bugle-
"It is th urnose of the Dark To- COSS men appeared before the execu-
bacco assoce.a on to give equal rec I tive committee Friday and urged
ognition to the four regular estab-
lished tobacco markets, viz: Clarks-
ville Hopkinsvile, Mayfield and Pa-
ducah.
"Therefore, be it resolved, That
the adoption of the foregoing reso-
lution: R. E. Cooper. C. F. Jarrett,
M. C. Forbes, J. E. McPherson, G.
C. Long W. H. Jesup, E. M. Flack
and James West.
SENSATIONAL INIIICTMETS ARE
RETURNED BY THE GRIND JURY.
Forty-Nine Are Against the Standard 011 Company For
Peddling In the County Without
License
A SERIOUS CHARGE AGAINST W. H. BICKERS
(From Saturday's Daily)
The grand jury returned a batch of
sixty-nine indictments this morning
and, reporting that they had com-
pleted all business coming before
them, they were finally discharged.
Forty-nine of the indictments re-
turned were against the Standard
Oil company on the charge of retail-
ing oil without license. The charge
is worded as follows: "Unlawfully
and wilfully sell by retail petroleum
oil, commonly called coal oil, from a
wagon and use a wagon in transport- a 
year.
fire broke out in the cellar of his
Mg and delivering same to—before store completely ruining the stock
procuring a license and paying tax and badly damaging the building.
thereon as required by law so to re-
tail and transport such oil," Where
the blank collies appear the names of
the parties to whom the oil was sold
in those separate instances.
Another indictment returned was
one against W. H. Bickers charging
him with "attempting to burn a
building upon which there was an
insurance policy in full force and
effect." The charge against Mr.
Bickers is that he did "wilfully, ma-
liciously, unlawfully and feloniously
set fire to and attempt to burn the
Phtenix building in Hopkinsville,
the property of W. T. Cooper, upon
which building there was then and
these in full force and effect a two
thousand dollar fire insurance policy
executed to said W. T. Cooper and
delivered to him by the Germania
Fire insurance Company of New
York, Feb. 12, 1804."
Mr. Bickers occupied one of the
store rooms in the Phoenix building
fronting on Ninth street where he
had conducted a shoe store for about
On tile night of Feb. 6, 1905
The witnesses named in the indict-
ment were Fire Chief George Randle,
Fireman Robert 'Punks, Police Lieu-
tenant Booth Morris and Amos Hay-
den. The amount of bond was placed
at $500.
The indictment collies as a surprise
to the public. Mr. Bickers is a mem-
ber of the Baptist church and of the
Knights of Pythias lodge. He stoutly
protects his innocence, and states he






Company Will be Incorpor-
ated With 8I,000 Capi-
tal—Directors Named.
(From Saturday's Daily)
A meeting of the stockholders of
the Hopkineville canning factory
was held this afternoon at Moayon's
Hall and was well attended. Judge
W. 'P. Fowler was elected clutirman
and L. H. Davis secretary.
Dixie Williams, vice president of
the Chicago Bulidiug and Manufac-
turing company, a 'dressed the meet-
ing and outlined the company's
plane. It was decided fo incorporate
the company with $15,000 capital,
and the following directors were se-
lected : W. T. Fowler, T. W. Blakey,
W. T. Williamson, Ward Claggett
and W. R. Brumfield:
A building committee to inspect
the machinery, material for the
building, etc., was appointed as fol-
lows: W. T. Fowler, W. R. Brum-
field, W. 'I'. Williamson, John J.
Metcalfe and James West.
Articles of incorporation will be
filed as soon as they can be prepared.
A meeting of the directors will be
held at once and officers elected and
a general manager employed.
Personal Notes.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Mrs. Emma Clark has returned
from a visit to Hopkinsville and
Gracey.—Guthrie News.
Misses Lavlett and Lucy Green are
visiting friends at Gracey.
Miss Mary Minter and niece, Edith
Minter, of Toronto, Canada, are the
guests of Mrs. Emily Elliott.
R. H. Wolf, of this city, will leave
tomorrow for Guthrie as assistant
superintendent for National Life
Ins. Co., of Nashville.
W. C. White, et Cadiz, is in the
city.
Miss Kate Crenshaw,of Cadiz, was
a guest of Miss Kate Quick last
night.
Judge and Mrs. Douglas Bell have
taken rooms at Mrs. A. O. Reales' on
Sixteenth street.
Miss Martha Byars has returned to
Elkton after a visit to Mrs. John C.
Duffy.
Mrs. S. Y. Trimble, of Elkton, has
returned home after visiting the
family of the late F. M. Byars.
Miss Eula Burros will return to-
night from a visit to friends in Elk-
ton.
(From Monday's Daily)
Mrs. Laura Bowyer and Miss Min-
nie Well', of Girard, Ill., are guests
of Mrs. F. R. Renshaw.
Miss Peace, of Hopkinsville, is vis-
iting Miss Thurman, at Gracey.
Miss Bertie Hadden has returned
from a visit to relatives at Russell-
ville.
J. T. Wall has returned from New
York.
I. F. Campbell, of Evansville, is in
the city today.
John W. Logsden, superintendent
of the Henderson division of the L.
& N., is in the city.
Mrs. George E. Gary, who has
been very Ill of grip, is better.
Roger W. Harrison is able to be
out after a severe illness.
H. R. Roper, of Elkton, spent yes-
terday in the city.
Mr. T. N. liazelip,of Hopkinsville,
has returned hoine.—Owensboro In-
uirer.
Stole Saddle.
Jaek Poe, while in Hopkinsville
last Monday tarried too long into the
ma' wee hours and some one reliev-
ed him of his saddle. He passed
through this place Tuesday on his
mule bareback. It was cruel for a




will be held on the first Friday and
Saturday in May. The examination






The greatest nation in the world is
the greatest consumer of coffee.
ion Coffee
Is tie standard beverage of every






tter than ny Other
,ASHAileUE
Is It Setter? Because ft mhos Me
cloth s whiter and cleaner. Because yrostirliell
half io cost --a to package r ekes a!PULL
QUAdtT. You pay tcn cents for as Mak
of other Bluinv. Try ii: It To-Dart
5.15 11 all bracers. Ask for it; take DO Other.




Most Select sad Largest
tuning Rod Cob White kit
largest yielding and most tislactorY




The best early large yellow.
Folit stocks of other superior sorts. Wriles
in, list and prices and improve your Cron.
BLUE RIBBON SEEDS
Ate always the most economical to nos.
AR•ILDID GOLD saves, rr. tarts. upos.
largest stocks of Vqretable and Flower
g,
um, etc.
Rape, Grass and Clover Seed.,
tames, Cow Peas, Soy Beans, Millet,
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE MAILED
FREE. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.,







The old adage that "clean11-
t
ese Is next to godliness" is a
rue one and you will have no
rouble in reaching and retain--
1;1g the first state, at least, 11on use any of the many differ-
ent soaps we now have on dis-
play.
These soaps were carefully
selected and none was purch-
ased that contained impure or
ilarmful ingredients.
For this reason you can rest
sured that they will not cause
ny of the unpleasant effects
which always follow the use of
Impure soap.
We have soap with various
scents, from the most dellcate
to highly perfumed. •
We also have a full line of
all recognized medicated soap.
Call and see our line before




9th and Main Ste
t
:11
ROEREO BY COURT MARQUIS MAMA'S TROOPS HAVE
CAPTURED CITY OF MUKDEN.
TWAT CASES SI STRICKEN
FROM DOCKET.
Final Disposition Is Made
of the Western Asylum
Indictments.
(From Friday's Daily)
Following the record made on the
order book in circuit court concern-
ing the action of the grand jury in
refusing to rt -indict the officials and
0Orninissioners of the Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane for
Inalfeasance in office, the cases have
.been finally disposed of, the order
reading," it is therefore ordered that
the above styled causes be stricken
trout the docket of this court."
In the account of the action of the
grand jury published in the new Era
yesSerday it was reported that the
Indictment against Secretary J. C.
Hatitner was oue of those dismissed.
This indictment bad been previously
dismissed and was not therefore
passed on by the grand jury. The
name of L. H. Davis also appeared
as one of the parties to the indict-
Meat for giving the cow to Senator
Richardson. Mr. Davis had no voice
In Ibis matter and was therefore not
indicted on this charge. The indict-
ment against him which was die-
missed yesterday was tot ,seouring
lhe aontraet for building the stone
feaudations of the new wings which
have been added to the asylum.
A Destructive Fire.
To draw the fire out of a burn, or
heals out without leaving a scar,
ttes DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. A
aped& for piles. Get the genuine.
J. L. Tucker, editor of the Harmon-
iser, Centre, Ala., writes: "I have
said DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve in
IV family for pile*, cuts and burns.
It lithe best salve on the market.
Ftery family should keep it on
band." Sold by B. C. Hardwick.
VIVA VOCE VOTING
Proposition to Return to Old
System Will be Voted On.
The people will at the November
eleetion be called upon to vote on the
question of amending the constitu-
tion of Kentucky so as to provide for
viva voce voting, instead of the se-
cret ballot, as at present. The act
providing for a vote on this question
was pause(' at the last regular session
of the legislature and became a law
June 14. 1904. Politicians had lost
sight of the fact that the act had
been passed and the general public
had not discussed the matter. Viva
voce voting was practiced in Ken-
tucky up to the time of the adoption
of the Australian ballot law.
Pleasant and Harmless.
Don't drug the stomach to cure a
a cough. One Minute Cough Cure
cuts the mucus, draws the inflamma-
tion out of the throat, lungs and
bronchial tubes, heals, soothes and
cures. A quick cure for croup and
whooping cough. Sold by R. C.
Hard wick.
Egioff—Thomas.
Mr. Joseph Egioff and Miss Lula
Thomas, of this city, were united in
marriage on last Tuesday afternoon
8 o'clock by Father Welch, of Hop-
kinsville, at the rectory. After the
ceremony was performed the couple
left on No. 51 for rtembroke, where
they will visit relatives for several
0 days. The happy couple have the
beat wiehes of their friends.—Earl-
Wigton Bee.
Night Prowling Thieves.
Croup and whooping cough come
like a thief in the night, stealing in
to fasten the fangs of mortal disease
upon the children as they peacefully
sleep in their little beds. Kennedy's
Laxative Honey and Tar, the new
discovery for coughs and colds, will
drive out these death dealing de-
mons before the doctor can arrive. It
protects the lives and health of the
little ones. Contains no opiates.
Keep it handy. Sold by R. C. Hard-
wiok.
110111111DNE1 CURE
SON ElsesTs sad Illbildsr LgMt
Entered at 10 O'clock This Morning and Tokio Is Wildly
Celebrating the Victory.
MARQUIS OYAMA. COMMANDING JAPANESE LAND FORCES.
(Special to New Era.)
TOKIO, March 10.—THE JAPA-
NESE OCCUPIED MUKDEN AT
TEN O'CLOCK THIS MORNING,
TAKING THOUSANDS OF PRIS-
ONERS. THE RUSSIANS ARE
IN A PANIC.
Tokio already is celebrating the
victory. Flags are going up all over
the city and crowds are in the streets
eagerly buying the extra editions of
the local papers, and congratulations
are pouring Auto the office of the
minister of war and to the army
staff headquarters.
It is rumored that Gen. Kuropat-
kin's retreat has been partly out off,
Insuring heavy losses of supplies and
the capture of many prisoners, but
this it is impossible to confirm.
nein Marshal Marquis Oyama has
issued an order strictly prohibiting
his troops taking quarter within the
walls of the city. He has done this.
he says, "for the purpose of respect-
ing the sanctity of the place whence
arose the imperial dynasty of China
and to preserve peace arid tranquili-
ty among the Chinese inhabitants of
isfukden."
Oyarna reports that he has beaten
enemy in every direction and that
the Russians began retreating Wed-
ing Wednesday morning, with the
Japanese troops in vigorous pursuit.
Messages from the front state that
the battle before Mukden has been
the bloodiest of the war.
Over 8,000 Russian dead lie before
Gen. Oku's army alone, it is said,
and it is said reports from the other
armies will treble this number.




Mrs. John Feland, of Hopkinsville,
returned home today after visiting
Mr. and Mrs. John Gilmour.—Owens-
boro Inquirer.
Messrs. E. G. Cailis and .T. W.Car-
penter went to Nashville last night
on business.
W. H. Cummings, Sr., of New
York, is in the city visiting Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Cummings, Jr., on South
Main St.
Riley Ely, of Ita Bens, Miss., is;in
the city on business.
Miss Nell Donaldson, of Hopkins-
vale, is the guest of Mrs. M. E. Wil-
liams this week.—Pembroke Journal..
Mrs. S. Y. Trimble is visiting in
Hopetusville....Mrs. E. H. Bristow
is the guest of Mrs. James Breathitt
in Hopkineville.—Elkton Times.
Lawyer J. B. Allensworth left last
night for Hopkineville to again re-
side, after having been located here
a year.—Paducah Register.
Louis H. Dupont, circulation man-
ager of the Nashville American, is
In the city.
By tb. TonlOIRoute.
The pills that act as a tools, and
not as a drastic,purge, are DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. They cure head-
ache, constipation, biliousness, etc.
Early Risers are small, easy to take
and easy to act, a safe pill. Mack
Hamilton, hotel clerk at Valley City,
N. D., says: "Two bottles cured me
of chroaic constipation." Sold by
R. C. Hardwick.
Rushville, Ind,
Messrs. Ely Bros.:--I have been a
great sufferer from catarrh and hay
fever and tried many things, but
found no permanent relief until I
found it in Ely's Cream Balm about
eight years ago, and we have been
fast friends ever since.
(Rev.) R. M. Bentley.
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—Find enclosed
60 cents for which please send me
your Cream Balm. I find your rem-
edy the quickest and most perma-
nent cure for cold in the head,
catarrh, etc. Yours truly, Dell M
Putter, Oen. Mgr. Arizona Gold Min-
ing Co.





Springfield, Tenn., Firm Ap-
pointed By the As-
sociation.
Messrs. Coots, Simmons & Co., of
Springfield, Tenn., hate -aen ap-
pointed supervisors of the prizing
houses of the Dark Tobacco Associa-
tion. Chairman Ewing states that
"the object in employing these gen-
tlemen is to avoid any misunder-
standing as to how this work should
be done, and to insure perfect uni-
formity of method throughout the
district." He says that these gen-
t/emen will be found to be courteous,
competent and active, and that their
efforts will result iii good to all par-
ties concerned.
The Best Cough Syrup.
S. L Apple, ex-Probate Judge,
Ottawa Co., Kansas, writes: "This
is to say that I have used Ballard's
Horehound Syrup for years, and
that I do not :iesitate to recommend
it as the beet cough syrup I have
ever used." 25c, 50c and $1 00 at Ray
& Fowler and L. L. Elgin.
To Fight Consumption.
--
Goy. Beckham has named a num
ber of Kentucky physicians as dele-
gates to the Anti-Tuberculosis league
which will meet in Atlanta, Ga.,
April 17-19. Dr. B. L. Woodard, of
this city, is one of the delegates.
A Dinner Invitation.
After a hearty meal a dose of Ko-
dol Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an
attack of indigestion. Kodol is a
thorough digestant and a guaranteed
cure for indigestion, dyspepsia, gas
on the stomach, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. N.
Watkins, Lesbue, Ky., says: "I can
testify to the efficacy of Kodol in the
cure of stomach trouble. I was af-
flicted with stomach trouble for fif-
teen years and have taken six bottles
of your Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, which
has entirely cured me. The six bot-
tles were worth $1,000 to me." Sold
by It. C. Hardwick.
Rodol Dyspepsia Cure
Nowa what yea est.
SOUTHERN EXODUS
ADVOCATED BY REV. DR.
BABBITT.
Voluntary Move On Part Of
the Negroes Is
Urged.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, March 11.—Rev.
Dr. Dr. Dean Richmond Babbitt,
rector of the church of the Epiphany,
of Brooklyn, New York, and presi-
dent of the commission on race
problem, in an address here, advo-
cated the voluntary exodus from the
south of negroes. He urged that
through industrial combinations, co-
operative societies and state immi-
grant boards, created for the pur-
pose, they should seek settlement in
the northern, middle and western
states, so that the problem of the
negro lace should not be any longer
a southern one. If the negro were
distributed among the northern and
western states, his political rights,
he said, not only would be protect-
ed, but through a balance of power
between the parties he would obtain
political and industrial recognition,
and there would be a lessening of
race prejudice, now impossible for
him in the congested south. What
has been described, as the "white
peril" to the negro in the south by
the incoming of Italians and Aus-
trians and other foreigners, Dr.
Babbitt said, is, in his judgment, a
step toward the negro's political and
industrial 'salvation, by driving him
to better fields and larger opportuni-
tire. He advocated the creation of
a commission by congress to deal
with the facts from every point of
view.
Gives Health, Vigor and
Tone.
Herbioe is a boon for sufferers
from anearnia. By its use the blood
is quickly regenerated and the color
becomes normal. The drooping
strength is revived. The languar is
diminished. Health, vigor and tone
predominate. New life and happy
activity resulte. Mrs. Belle H. Shir-
el, Middlesborough, Ills., writes: "I
have been troubled with liver cum-
pia nt and poor blood, and have
found nothing to benefit me like
Herbine. I hope never to be with-
out t. I have wished that I had
known of it in my husband's




Hyomei, the Guaranteed Catarrh
Cure, Prescribed by Physicians.
No one should confound Hyoniei
with the patent medicines that are
advertised to cure catarrh. It is as
far superior to them all as the dia-
mond is more valuable than cheap
glees. Their composition is secret,
but Hyomei gives its formula to all
reputable physicians.
Its base is the valuable eucalyptus
oil,fautous for its antiseptic qualities.
This is combined with aromatic and
healing gums and balsams, making
pure liquid, which when used in
th Hyomei pocket inhaler, fills the
air you breathe with germ-killing,
disease-destroying and healing pow-
ers that kills all catarrhal germs
there may be in the throat, nose and
lungs.
How foolish it is to try and cure
catarrh by swallowing tablets or
liquids. The only natural way to
cure this disease and all other dis-
eases of the respiratory organs is to
breathe Hyomei.
This treatment has been so success-
ful, curing 99 per cent. of all who
have used it, that Hyomel is now
sold by L. L. Elgin under an abso-
lute guarantee to refund the money
if it does not cure. You run no risk
whatever in buying Hyomei. If it
did not possess unusual powers to
cure, it could not be sold upon this
plan.
The, complete Hyomei outfit costs
$1.00 and comprises an inhaler, a
bottle of Hyomei and a dropper.
The inhaler will last a lifetime; and
additional bottles of Hyomei can be
obtained for 50 cents. 10-17
C) A. is or ca WIL IC .













Funds and Faithful Perfortnance as
Executor and Adnitinistrator
Secured bir
Capital Stock and Double Liability
of Stockholders.
PLANTERS BANK TRUST CO.
J. F. Carnett, Pros. Jino. B. TriCOF Cashier. I
MINI
E. B. LONU, W. T. TAN Y, JAS A YOUNG, Jr








The surplus of this bank is larger than that of all other
Banks in Christian county combined; and in proportion to Capital ranks
among the first in the State of Kentucky. Every dollar of this surplus has
been earned, indicating the success and strength of this institution.
I Don't Exeriment .. With III-Fittng Harness.
We are here to make iarness that will fit and
make it out of the best leather, and you will
will have the satisfaciiOn of knowing it is no
experiment, for we make for the best peo-
ple in this county.
Now let us call your attention to the fact
that we are selling the
3 Best Makes of Wagons:
Birdsell, Owensboro and Millburn. There
is none sold in this toiwn that are anything









REPAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS DONE
PROMPTLY.
If you intend building or improving your home or
business house give us an opportunity to quote you
prices and make estimates
Cumb Phone 614. Home 1466






For 20 Years Has Led all orm Remo Is. '', V1 7 .,'
SW .ax.*. Mo3FILATC1,13.2111.1t0.
JA ES F. BALLARD, Et. Louis.






The farmers and citizens of Chris-
tian county will please meet us at
Moayon's hall on Monday, March 20,
at 10 o'clock. We will explain the
method of selling the organization





The Louisville & Nashville Rail-
road company is again talking of a
proposed new line to be built from
Empire to Guthrie for the purpose of
elimitating all the long and steep
grades In the present route. Accord-
ing to theme reports it is possible
that Hopkinaville and Crofton may
be left out in the cold, as tge new
survey may place the new line from
one to two miles from these towns.
This same question was brought up
about two years ago at which time
the New Era published a lengthy
account of the proposed changes and
gave the route which at that time
was surveyed. After that survey
was made the subject was dropped
and nothing more was heard of it
until just recently. At that time of-
ficials of the road stated positively
that in the event the new road was
built leaving Hopkinsville out, it
would be merely for the handling of
fast through freight and that all pas-
senger trains would come into the
city as they do now and stop at the
present depot on Ninth street. This
would also be the case with the local
freights and those having consign-
ments for transfer to either the Illi-
nois Central or the Tennessee Cen-
tral railroads. The new due is to be
built, according to these officials,
merely for the sake of making better
time with fast through freight. En-
gineers age now at work on the sur-
vey and all large hiLls between Em-
pire and Guthrie will likely be cut
to facilitate freight traffic. It is
said that the heavy grade just south
of this place will be cat down and an
overhead bridge erected on Walnut
street. It is the company's attention
to commence work this spring.
- - —
When a boy turns tile bulging pock-
et inside out we marvel at the quan-
tity and variety of articles he has
stowed away. Odd lengths of string,
marbles, a horse-chestnut, a top,
brass nails, hickory-nuts, an apple,
and many more articles are garnered
by this "snapper up of unconsidered
trifles." We think the collection
must be hard on a boy's pocket. And
It is. But do we ever think of the va-
riety and miscellany of the sub-
stances we put into the pocket of our
stomach? There's the apple and the
nuts, and things besides quite as in-
digestible as braes nails and with no
more food value than so many mar-
bles. And yet we wonder that the
stomach "gives out." When the
stomach breaks down under the
strain of careless eating and irregu
lar meals it can be perfectly and per-
manently restored to health and
strength by the use of Dr. Pierce'e
Golden Medical Discovery. The se-
tion:of this medicine on the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nu-
trition is so marked, that relief from
disease Is at once experienced, and
the headaches, liver "troubles," kid-
ney disorders, skin eruptions and
other symptoms of a diseased stom-
ach are quickly cured. Whenever
the tree of a laxative medicine is In-
dicated, use Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets. They act in harmony with
the "Discovery" and assist its action
by purging the bowel; of foul accu-
mulations.
STATE FAIHI
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 15.—
The court of appeals today decided
that the $15,000 annual appropriation
for a state fair passed by the legisla-
ture is legal. As a result of this de-
cision Louisville and Lexington and
perhaps other Kentucky cities will
bid for a state fair this year.
The Overland Limited To
California
NEGRO WHO STRUCK FATAL BLOWS
SENT BY JURY TO PENITENTIARY,
Verdict Was a Surprise to Public As the Death Penalty
Had Generally Been Expected and Expressions of
Disapproval Are Heard On All Sides.
HIS ATTORNEY SAYS APPEAL WILL BE TAKEN
(From Monday's Daily)
The jury in the case of Freak Mer-
iwether, charged with being the
actual murderer of the unknown
white man in the woods near Pem-
broke in November, 1908, brought in
a verdict this morning giving Meri-
wether the lightest punishment pos-
sible for wilful murder—that of life
imprisonment. As was the came in
Carney's trial, a verdict of guilty
and fixing the punishment at death
was generally expected in this case.
All of the circumstantial evidence
introduced at Meriwether's former
trial, and which at that time was
strong enough to influence the jury
to return a yerdiet inflicting a death
penalty, was used at this trial and in
addition Ed Moseley went upon the
stand and repeated his story of wit-
nessing the killing from the road
sad of being positive that Meriweth-
er was the man who dealt the deadly
blows with the axe handle. The de-
fense was a general denial of the de-
fendant having anything to do with
or any knowledge of the commission
of the crime and claiming that he
spent the night at home with his
family in Pembroke. Attorney Lau-
der, for the defense, says he will take
an appeal from the verdict.
The jury made Frank MeriWether
happy today by giving him a home
for life. Comfortably reposing in a
steam-heated and electric-lighted
Jail he is doubtless receiving the cor-
dial congratulations of Charlie Finch
and Dick Carney while old George
Holland, moaning in his cell, won-
ders why fate should have singled
him out of a foul brood of murderous
scoundrels to be the sole object of the
adequate vengeance of ot.traged
The murder of the unknown white
man near Pembroke was in certain
respects the blackest deed in the
criminal annals of the county. It
shocked the community and horrified
everyone who heard the hideous de-
tails. '['he mob-spirit about Pem-
broke was rife, but cooler counsels
prevailed. Speedy trials were de-
manded and secured. Four sentences
of death were returned, while four of
the fiends were sent to the peniten-
tiary. On technical grounds the
court of appeals reversed the ver-
victs of hanging in the Cases of Car-
ney, Finch and Meriwether, sustain-
ing only that meted out to George
Holland. Carney and Finch were
again tried at this term of court, and
kindly presented with life sentences.
There was considerable surprise
among the citizens at the result of
these cases, particularly as the evi-
dence went to show that Carney had
planned the terrible crime.
Then came Meriwether's trial. He
is the negro who was in the van of
the monsters that crept upon the
sleeping white man in the lonely
woods end, marking the victim by
the camp fire's flickering rays, dealt
with an axe handle the terrific blows
that mashed the poor old man's
skull. Ed Mosely, an eye witness
of the dreadful act, described all the
hideous details, and other witnesses
made his connection with the mur-
der certain in the minds of the jury,
which after deliberating for many
hours, found him guilty, but Sen-
tenced him not to death, but tO a
comfortable life. Sech a verdict
was not looked for by the people,
who regard it as emphasizing the
cheapness of human life and mock-
ing law and order, and expressions
of disapproval are general.
fl
(Special to New Era.)
OWINOSVILLE, Ky., March 14
—The annual spring conference of
elders of the Mormon Church was
held at the courthouse here. Elder
Ben E. Rich, of Chattanooga, Tenn..
president of the Southern states mis-
sion, arrived sine addressed the con-
ference. J. E. Riddell, of Louis-
ville; George It. Crockett, of Hop-
kineville, and J. H. Freeman, of Lib-
erty, ate° made addresses. Charles
Smith, of Carter, Pa., a native of
Kentucky. was ordained an elder
and will be sent as a missionary to
the South.
The conference closed today with
special public services on the streets.
Elder George R. Crockett, who for
the past year has been stationed at
Hopkinsville, has been appointed
president of the Kentucky state mho
sion, with headquarters at Louis-
ville, to succeed President A. J.
Agard, who has been withdrawn to
Fountain Green, Utah. The council
of the conference assigned the elders
to the vat lone districts of the South-
ern state. Elders M. D. Cosby and
A. A. Wilde go to Christian county
to take up the work that was being
done by Elder George R. Crockett,
who goes to Louisville as state presi-
dent.
The Mormon Church has had
workers in Kentucky for about eight
years, and claims over 1,200 converts.
The Mormons have never made any
attempt to secure converts in any
town in this section, working entirely
in the rural districts.
The next conference will be held




pany are now ready to make




pay liberal prices. Come in at once
as these contracts will all be let in
the next ten days. See W. R. Brum-
& St. Paul Railway, Union Pacific I field at Judge Fowler's office
Line. All ticket agents sell via this dltwlt
route. Ask them to do so. 
Handsome book, descriptive of Cal-
leave. Union Passenger station, Chi-
cago, 8:05 p. m daily, arrives San
Francisco the third day in time for a
dinner. Route—Chicago, Milwaukee
Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
Hernia, sent for six cents postage. ear, nose and throat. Test made
F. A. Miller, General Passenger for glassea. Phoenix Building,
monk Midas% or W. S. Howell, /181 Main St., Hopkinsville
Hawedsnty, New York.
An official proclamation has been
issued by Stephen D.Lee, command•
er-in-chief of the United States Con-
federate Veterans, paying unstinted
praise and tribute to congress for
passing the battle flag return meas-
ure, and to President Roosevelt for
I his prompt signature. Gen. Lee says:
"T would be derelict in my duty
not to give expression to the satis-
faction that fills the heart of every
Confederate veteran for the unan
imity with which the national legis-
lature passed the bill restoring the
Confederate battle flags to the sever-
al states and the readiness with
which the measure was approved by
the president. This action of fresh
evidence that there are now in our
grand country no sectional lines—no
South, no North, East or West—but
we are all Americans, devoted to one
common country. And I urge upon
all parties, North or South, who
have colors in their possession to re-
turn them at once to the state capi-
tols."
This action is unprecedented in the
history of Southern Confederate or-
ganizations.
NIXON RESIGNS
Otho Talley is Appointed On
Force.
W. H. Nixon, who was only re-
cently elected to a vacancy on the po-
lice force, handed in his resignation
yesterday which was accepted yes-
terday afternoon. Otho Talley was
appointed to fill the vacancy until
the next regular meeting of the coun-




Willie Thompson and Miss Mary
Lacey, of Winne, North Christian,
were married today at the home of




:teveals That "Pe-ru-na is Calculated to
Tone up the System, Restore the Func-
tions and Procure Health."
SO SAYS PROF. L. J. MILLER, CHEMIST.
Prof. L. J. Miller, late Professor of Chemistry and Botany of the High School
at 'Ypsilanti, Mich., writes from 3327 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Ill., as follows:
"As several of my friends have spoken to me of the favorable results obtained
through the use of Peruira, especially in caries of catarrh, I examined it most
thoroughly to learn its contents.
"I found it composed of extracts of herbs and barks of most valuable medicinal
qualities combined with other ingredients, delicately balanced, calculated to tone
lie sTstem, restore the functions and procure health.
-I consider Peruna one of the most skillfully and scientifically prepared




Belles up tbe ItlyitasMr -"41/
Hon. 4eeph H. Ridgeway, Secrets*
of the merican Anti-Treat Society,
writes he following letter from tha
crand C ntral Hotel, St. Paul, Minn.:
"It is with great pleasure that I en.
dorse P nna as  
an hone t medi-
cine, co petent






pletely, and at f





a numbcir of my
friends end always feel that I do them a
service f{or I know how satisfactory tlits
results invariably are. I only wish
every fertility had a bottle—it would save
much siCknese and doctor lel le."—Joseph
H. Ridgeway.
"Feel Better Than for Fly. Years."
Mr. Tomes B. Taylor, Roberts, Ind,.
writes:
"I am at the present time entirely
well. I can eat anything I ever could.
I took filve bottles of Peruna, and feel
better now than I have for live years.
I have 400tored with other doctors oft
and on fbr fifteen years, so I can recom-
mend your medicine very highly for
stomach troubles. I take great pleasure
in thanking you for your free advice
and Perima."—James It. Taylor.
Joseph Ridgeway. .
"I ',joy my Meals as I Used to."
Mr. J. W. Pritchard, Wolf Lake. Ind,
writes:
I am pleased to say that I have been
cured of catarrh of the •t.ointich by Pe-
rune. I could hardly eat anything that
agreed with me. Before I would get
half through my meal my stomach
would fill with gas causing me much
distress and unpleasant feelings for an
hour oil two after each meal.. But,
thanks M your Peruna, I am now com-
pletely ured, and eau eat anything I
want to without any of the distressing
symptoms. I can now enjoy my tneeJs
as I used to do, and it is all due to In.












is been one year sine* I was
d I IBS all 0. K. yet, SO I know
ed."—J. W. Pritchard.
sia is a very common phase of
catarrh. A remedy that will
rh of one location will eur( it
e. Peruna eures catarrh w her-
tided. That it is a prompt and
nt cure' for catarrh of the
the above letters testify.
If you do not derive prompt and satis-
factory results from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad-
vice gratis.
Addrege Dr. Hartman, President of




Mrs. Edgar Cayce is visiting her
parents in Hopkineville.-Bowling
Green News.
Mies Carrie Salter, of Hopkins-
villa, returning from a trip through
the east, stopped a few days with
her niece, Mrs. Edgar Cayce, 011
State street.—Bowling Green Ti171014-
Jourt.al.
Capt. sod Mrs. L. W. Whitlow
have returned from a week's stay in
Lonieville.
C. S. Walker, of Louisville, is in
the city.
W. J. Chiles, of Hopkinsville, is
here today. Will Terry, Louie ?eyrie I
and Wallace Brumfield, of Hopkins-
rule, spent Sunday in Clarksville.—
Leaf Chronicle.
Miss Annie McPherson left this
morning for Louisville to visit Mies
Anna Davis McComb.
Miss Sue Ray has returned from a
visit in Madisonville.
J. M. and Guy Starling have gone
to Mobile, Ala., to visit relatives.
Mrs. Kate Donhey will leave to-
night for her home in Macoa City,
Mo., after a visit to the families of
'Squire Alex Campbell and Dr. Pey-
ton.
From Wednesday 's Daily)
Born—to the wife of Morrie Twy-
man, this morning, a ten-pound boy.
Mrs. Laura Bowler and daughter
of Girard, Ill., are guests of the fam-
ily of L. Youts on North Main street.
J. I). Higgins is in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bowling, of
Clarksville, are in the city visiting
the family of Mrs. Helen Wood, on
South Main street.
Dr. Horace Grant, general agent i
of the Seeman-Millican Mardi liras
company, is in the city to confer I
with lodges or business men about a I
spring carnival.
Mrs. Mabel Page and Son, Master
Leonard, of Elkton, are visiting in
the city. They will visit Mrs. Page's
father, Rev. Mr. Wright, at Central
City before returning home.
Kodol Dyspepsia Our
IlMasete what row eats
•
.
* GOLD Within its Ifolds some pot- kiA“ent, gracious spell imprison- w
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by fire, dothlsoftly steal with-
* A. in the fortres of the brain gi1




ed sentinels Of care and grief.
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The Conqueror















When I Was Czar
Six Trees
Rena'a Experiment












A Daughter of Dale
Those Black Dfam d
Men
Hearts Colfrageous
A.Knight of the Ne
In Palace of the K rig
Mississippi Bubble
The Need le'e Eye
Dorothy Vernon
Quincy Adam Sawyer
The Pride of Jennie()
King Noanett
Conjuror's House




If I Were King
Miss Petticoats
The Bath Comedy
Our Lady of the Beeich
Terence
A Mau of Million
Graustark



















Dwellers in the Midst
Mara
Ann









Vice Admiral of the
Blue
Wind in the Rose Bush
American Prisoner
Tragedy of the Ages







One dose of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral at bedtime prevents
night coughs of children.
No croup. No bronchitis. A
Cherry
Pectoral
doctor's medicine for all
affections of the throat, bron-
chial tubes, and lungs. Sold
for over 60 years.
"I have used Ayer's ('horn Peetnral In nor
tiontiee, eIght years. Therels tudhlust
to It ter cough. 3.11.1 COM, Pspreisiltv for 1.11/11.
- ?due. W. EL BitYllE-11, Shelby, At..
in 00. ATER CO.xi= lowell. M.,•1
I or
Night Coughs
Lep the bowels open with one of
Arles Pills at bedtime. bet nnr.
READY TO BUILD AND MA-
CHINERY PURCHASED.
Contracts With Farmers For
Fruits and Vegetables are
Being Signed.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Articles of incorporation were filed
this morning in the office of the
county clerk for the Hopkinsville
canning factory.1 The incorporators
are W. R. Brumfield, Dr. 1'. W. Bla-
key, Ward Claggett, W. T. William-
son and W. T. Fowler, these gentle.
men comprising the board] of direc-
tors of the new company. The capital
stock is placed at $16,000 divided into
150 shares of $100 each. The officers
of the company are: ;W. T. Fowler,
resident; Ward Claggett, vice pros;
ident; Dr. T. W. Blakey, treasurer;
W. R. Brumfield, secretary and man-
ager. The company is incorporated
for twenty years dating from March
14, 1905.
Final arrangements in regard to
the factory are being completed in a
rush. The contract for the machin-
ery has been let, several sites are
now under consideration and con-
tracts are being made with the farm-
ers. To all farmers who sign con-
tracts to furnish vegetables to the
factory seed and plants of the varie-
ties desired will he furnished free.
For this purpose a mammoth hotbed
covering an entire acre will.be plant-
ed at once. This will be the largest
hotbed ever planted in this section.
Just as 4130t1 as the site is selected
the contract for the buildings will
be let and rushed to completion,
and everything will be finished
and ready for operation by the time
tha crops have matured. Several
other cities, among which is Madi-
sonville, are after Mr. Sturgis to
work up similar factories for them,
but it is now too late in the season to
work up the subscriptions for the
stock and then get the plant built
sad in operation for this season's
crop. So he will stay here for the
present and personally superintend
the final arrangements for this one.
The farmers should call on Mr.
Brumfield at once and make con-
tracts for this year's crops.
Suits Ranging from $16 Up.
Pants $6.00 Up.




Ione ?bone UM. Phoenix Bloek
CAPITAL OF THE IS AGAIN
SWEPT BY DEVOURING ELEMENT
Four Large Buildings Were Attempt
Destroyed By Fire the 4
INSURANCE IS SMALL. PRINCETON IS AROUSED
(From Monday's Daily.)
The details of another disastrous
fire which visited Cadiz last night
were conveyed to the New Era to-
day by a telephone message.
The burned block comprised four
handsome two story brick business
houses located on the east side of
Main street. The fire originated
from some unknown cause in the of-
fice of the Globe Telephone company
which had its quarters upstairs over
the second house in the block. When
discovered the blaze had gained
such headway that it was impossible
to check It in that building so the ef-
forts of the citizens were directed to
the buildings ahead and the fire was
brought under control after the
fourth building had been destroyed,
comprising nearly one half of the
entire square.
Tbe first two buildings in the
burned block were the property of
Charles and Miss Myrtie"Lindsay, of
Madisonville. Their loss will reach
$6,000 wIth only partial insurance.
The first of these buildings was until
recently occupied by the furniture
department of Terry White & Co.
The second was occupied by the sa-
loon of D. I. Smith & Co. The stock
of the saloon was a complete loss
and was only partially covered by
insurance. The third building was
the property of M. S. Thompson and
was vacant except when used as a
sample room for drummers. The
loss on this is about $3,000 with no
insurance aa Mr. Thompson allowed
his policy to lapse several weeks ago
and had not renewed it awaiting the
lower rates which were to go into ef-
fect when the new water system was
put into use. The fourth building
was the property 01 Mr. N. J. Wil-
ford and was occupied soy Alexander
Bros., grocery and meat market. The
loss on the building is about $3,000
with $2,000 hasutance. The steck of
groceries was nearly all saved, the
loss being about $300, with no insur-
ance. The plant of the Cadiz Ice Co ,
adjoining this building, was damaged
about $200, with no insurance.
Besides these losses several per-
sons occupied rooms in these build-
ings as sleeping apartments. Nearly
all of these suffered considerably
and some had narrow escapee.
Among these was the exchange of
the Cliebe Telephone Co., which is
now under the control of the Cum-
berland. This was entirely burned
out such Cadiz is now without local
telephone system. Another loser
was Dr. Long, a dentist of Louisa ille
who had an office upstairs in tha
burned block. He saved some of his
outfit but estimates his lose at $300.
The fire was finally brought under
control by the use of the new water
system which has only recently been
completed iu Cadiz. This system
works exactly like the one in use in
HopkIneville, the force being secured
from the altitude of the reservoir
and by starting the pumps. This is
the first fire test the new system has
hed and although new new it worked
perfectly satisfactorily.
The burned district is directly op-
posite that which was destroyed on
the morning of Sunday, July 20,1902.
At that fire the entire block in which
was located the Bank of Cadiz and
the hotel besides a number of the
leading business houses of the town
were destroyed. The fire last night
An unsuccessful attempt to burn
court house at Princeton was made
Monday. Fire was discovered in the
second story at 6r45 o'clock, but was
extinguished with a trifling loss. A
large hole was burned in the floor
and one of the doors of the large
court room. Coal oil had been pour-
ed all over the floor and the fire was
undoubtedly of Incendiary orlgin.
If he court house had been burned
it Is probable that all the county recs
ords would have been destroyed, as
there are no flre-proof vaults.
It is suspected that some person in-
terested in the deetruation of docu-
ments on file in the court house is
responsible for the fire.
Bob Asher, a negro, was to have
been tried for the murder of another
negro, but the trial was postponed.
Mike Beverly, grocer, against
whom there are now three indict-
ments for house burning, was also on
the docket for trial.
The grand jury is in session, and
indictments probably will be found
In connection with this case of at-
tempted arson.
The incident has caused much ex-
citement. Cartoons were posted
around town ridiculing the police
for their lack of activity in the caae.
Will Replace Old Structure
On Seventh Street.
Dalton Brothers are moving their
offices today from their former quar-
ters in their building, corner
Seventh arid Virginia streets, to the
room in Hotel Latham building for-
merly occupied by the commercial
club, preparatory to tearing down
the old building to make room for a
pretentious and modern structure.
Just as goon as the office fixtures
etc. are all removed to their new
quarters the work of tearing down
the present building will be begun,
probably this afternoon or tomorrow
morning. When the site has been
cleared the work on the new struc-
ture will be begun and rushed to
completion.
The new building will be of brick
and will be forty-one by forty-four
feet. It will be too stories in height,
the ground floor being occupied by
the offices of the owners and a store
room, and the second floor by office
rooms. It will be steam heatsd.
The present building occupying
this site is one of the oldest in Hop-
kinsville and is one of the land-
marks, but so one regrets seeing it
torn down to make way for its hand-
some and sightly successor.
"It isn't often that we have faith
enough in the medicine put up by
other people to be willing to offer to
refund the money if it doee not cure,"
said L. L. Elgin to a New Era man
who dropped into his store, "but we
are glad to sell Dr. Howard's specific
for the cure of constipation and dys-
pepsia on that basis.
"The Dr. Howard company, in or-
der to get a quick introductory sale,
authorizes us to sell their regular
fifty cent bottles at half price, twen-
originated in the second building ty-five cents, and, although we have
building from the corner just as its sold a lot of it, and have guaranteed
predecessor did. every package, not one has been
brought back as unsatisfactory.
"One great advantage of this spe-
cific," he continued, "is its small
dose and convenient form. There
are sixty doses in a vial that can be
Clover—Higgins.
Luther Glover and Miss Lizzie
Higgins, of Christian county, Ky.,
carried in the vest pocket or purse,
were married Saturday afternoon at a and every one has more medicinal 
potent advertisement of a prosper-
the courthouse by 'Squire Smith.— power than a big pill or tablet or a one and enterprising town, the game
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle, tumbler of mineral water. w17d21 should meet with hearty encourage-
From Chicago, every day, March i to May i, 1905, to Sn Francisco,
Los Arigeles, Santa Barbara, Sacramento and many other points in
California. Tickets good in tourist sleeping cars. Rate for double
berth, Chicago to San Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbarii, Sacramento
and many other points in California, f,A7. 'Through train l service from
Union Passenger Station, Chicago, via the
If you are thinking of such a trip, this
it at least expense.
Handsome book descriptive of California
F. A. MILLER, W. S. HOWELL,
General Passenger Agent, cc, General, Eastern Agent,
rase Railway Exchange, 381 Broadway,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK CITY.
Complete information will be sent free on receipt of
this coupon with blank lines filled. Coupon should
be mailed to-day.
N LO8 L-S ITS CRI •
upon yoU the moment you
begin taking the celebrated
DR. CARLSTEDT'S GERMAN LIVER POWDER. All stomach disorders cured by
this greatest ef all constitutional remedies. Ask your druggist—if be hasn't it we will send it to you, prepaid. $1 per bottle.






Men Are Added to the
Hopkinsville will have a base ball
team this season IF the people want
one, and as there seems to be no
doubt on the latter point, to Judge
from the great interest generally
manifested, it is probably safe to an
nounce that the Browns will be in
the fight for the K. I. T. pennant.
The meeting of cidzens interested
in the game held Tuesday night was
a fruitful one, and plans for organiz-
ing and running the club were fully
and freely discussed.
It was decided to add five new
members to the board of directors.
The men selected are among the best
business men and most enthusiastic
lovers of the game in the city, and
the directorate will be the strongest
the city has ever had.
Subscription lists will be circulated
tomorrow. Baseball has never been
self-supporting in Hopkinsville. 'the
team could not exist a month oti
the gate receipts The expense
of maintaining a club is enormous,
and professional baseball here is de-
pendent upon generous contributions
from business men and admirers of
the national sport. As wholesome
and healthful entertainment and as
'merit, and civic pride ought to make mET pEm000KE
the success of the canvass for funds
certain and immediate. In fact, there
is no time to lose, for it was deter-
mined last night to sell the franchise
to the best bidder if the money need- METHODIST PASTORS AND
ed to establish the team is not raised OFFICERS CONFER.
by Monday. There will be a meeting
of the directors next Monday night ;
at which time either officers will be 
i
Large Attendance and Deep
elected and arrangements for the
season made, or the several cities af-
ter the fraschise will be notified that
It is on the market.
Interest.—District Work
Discussed.
chit members of he Russellville Die-
From Wednesday's Daily. trict of t le Methodist church was
James Moore and Miss Linnie held at Pembroke Monday and Tues-
Knight will be married March 22nd., day, the °fleet of the meeting being
at the home of the bride near Kelly.
Jamts A. Wilkins rilld MIMI Sidney
Calvin ill hi, married this sftertmon
at 4 o'clock at the resideec, of the
bride about five miles from this city
on the Kirkmseeville oad, Rev. H.
H. Jones will serfornt the ceremony.
.A. Eil Cs Mt. x.
Bean the Thc Kind You Ihu Aleayi; aught
signature
of s 0/7 r. 4.e•-•—•"'--'1
to vt iii closet and by
exchaetring experiences decida on
the best moans of building up the
chin Chi s ill the district. The meet-
ing was well attended and the deep-
est interest was taken and much
good accomplished. Those in at-
tendance were royally entertained
by the citizens of Pembroke. It is
probable that artother meeting of
this kind will be held in the near
fete tsii tisane other town in the dis-
trict.
FROM HEM) TO FOOT
you feel the good that's done by Doctor
Plereo's Golden Siedlcal Discovery. It
cleanses, regulates and invigorates Stom-
ach, 1,1ver and Rowels and so purifies the
blood. And through the blood, it cleanses,
repairs, and invigorates the whole system.
In recovering from "grippe," or In eon-
vale.seence from pneumonia, fevers, or
other exhausting diseases, nothing can
equal i its an appetizing, restorative tonic
to build up needed flesh and strength, It
rouses every organ into natural action,
promotes all the bodily functions, and re-
stores health and vigor.
For every disease that comes from foul
or Weak Stomach, a torpid Liver or im-
pure Blood, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Bili-
ousness, and the most stubborn Skin,
Scalp, or Scrofulous affections, the "Dis-
covery" is a sovereign remedy. Don't
be hypnotized, wheedled, or over per-
suaded into aocepting a substitute only
that some selfish medicine seller may
make a 
The 
profit on the inferior
article. "Discovery" has a great
record of nearly forty years with thou-
sands of cures behind It.
Dear Sir -Several years ago my blood be-
came impoverished and I became run down In
health. I had no appetite, could not sleep.
and was practically unfitted for work. Suf-
fered from Innumerable bolls and was in bad
shape. Dr. Pierce Golden Medical Discov-
ery relieved me o my wretched condition.
The medicine built up my system and re-
stored me to a normal condition of health. I
can speak most highly also. of Dr. Plerce.s Fa-
vorite Prescription, as it has been used in my
family for year's in Clia.)8 of female trouble.
V •LIINTINII FRANK.
AO Goodrich Street. Buffalo. N. Y.
The People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser, bv R. V.
Pierce, M. D., Chief Consult-
ing Physician to the Inva-
lids' Hotel and Surgical
Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
Paper-bound FREE on re-
ceipt of 21 one-cent stamps
for mailing only; or cloth-
bound for 31 cents. Address
the Author, as above.
Dr. Pierce a Pellets Core Constipation.
to us great things in the way of clean
'Mess ma:: come to pass ia the Celes-
tial Empire.
District Attorney Jerome of New
York seems to have adopted the
workLig theory of Roosevelt that
cancor next to honesty is the beet
policy. At the same time he makes
the ainotince,nent that the pick-
pockets work a system of dividing
profits with the deNactive force he
also states that he will be a caudi•
date for office again. His election Is
a foregone omelusion.
Iutereet in the department of agri-
culture's water sterilizer has been
renewed by the success attained in
city of the middle west. The water
supply had become infected with
typhoid fever germs. Dr. Moore, of
the department, sterilized ths reser-
voir with copper sulphate soeuccess-
fully that although the germs were
wholly eradicated and the epidemic
checked, no trace of the disinfectant
too Id detected in the water by
sigh, smell or taste. The amount
was one part of copper sulphate to
100,000 part of water.
State of Ohio,
City of Toledo„, as.
Lucas County )
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will
pay the sum of One Hundred Dollars
for each and every case of catarrh
that cannot be cured by the use of
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subecribed
In my presence this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D., 1886.
(SEAL) A. \V GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Totedo,O.
Sold by druggists, The.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
The X-ray has been ustd to demon
strata that a crook in a prize brill
pup's tail had been the result of na-
ture and not of "tampering" as the
Judges believed Thus are great
scientific discoveries turned to the
benefit of mankind.
Cured Consumption.
Mrs. R. %V. Evans, Charwater,
Kan , writes: "My husband lay
sick for three months. The doctors
said he had quick consumption. We
procured a bottle of Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup, and it cured him. That
was six years ago and since then we
have always kept a bottle In the
house. We cannot do without it.
Fur coughs and colds It bas no
equal," 26c, We and $1 00 at Ray &
Fowler and L. L. Elgin.
To Mothers In This Town
Children who are delicate, feverish
anti cross will get immediate relief
from Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
for children. Tney dense the stot»-
act), sot on the liver, making a sickly
chill strong Mid healthy. A certain
curs for worms, Sold by all drug-
gists, Mc, Semple free, Address,
Aliso N. Olmsted, Leroy, N, Y,
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There is only one cloud on Presi-
dent Roosevelt's horizon. The sen-
ate is still In session.
The state of Illinois has hit upon
' one way of solving the divorce ques-
tim. It proposes to prohibit the
payment of alimony.
t Mr. Cortelyou having successfully
Managed a political campaigu will
now take up the serious work of
managing the postoffice department.
The senate does not believe that
Jcdge Swayne was guilty, but the
house has amended his fee bill so as
to remove any temptation that might
'Mean him.
Will the house take advantage of
the precedent established by the sen-
ate that it may vote itself mileage
inliontimesuiting the upper house
or the presideol'•
Gin. Stoessel, the reports announce,
Was not met by any bands on his
ritittrtnto St. Peressburg Probably
the there Important part to the gen-
Oral is that he wets riot met by any
bombs.
A ree.tit co ...Warr ep.rrt states t hat
-tire rowel nuil ow lisVo penetritt..d
to Chi If alt tie 'aundrymeti have
not I.,ft the mo• tier casuistry to e,orrle
ens. )oy to eat—T welcome my dinner hour;
leases' rout indigestion with August Flower!
(Constipation tithe result of indigestion,
biliousness, datulency, loss of appetite,
self-poiMain , anemia, emaciation, uric
acid, neuralgia in various parts of the
system, Catarrhal inflammation of the in-
testinal canal and numerous other ail-
ments that rob life of its pleasures if they
do not finally rob you of life itself.
4s"Ito bound in the bowels," is a corn.
StiOn expression of people who look mis-
erable and are miserable—yet who persist
In "letting nature take its course."
(what a foolish plan, when nature could
be aided by the use of Green's August
Mower, which is mit iirs's own remedy tor
tronettpetioN and all stomsoli ills.
IANNA rItrattr gives caw lila to thevor sad Immo stools, •
Vire Wass, ii and 71a, All &mow
For sale by Cook lc Higgins
LESSON XII, FIRST QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, MARCH 19.
Text of the 1.exaott, John Ix, 1-11.
Memory 't ermex. 10, II—I:olden Text,
Joh o ix, tt--commentnry Prepared
by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
[copyright, MA by American Prr.... tatociation.]
How manifold are the scenes and
events in Scripture which so clearly
reveal to us God and Ills love and our-
selves and our sinfulness! All our
righteousuesses tire only filthy rags.
and we must be born from above: we
pre actual sinners, but we may become
wells of living water; we are utterly
impotent, but without human instru-
mentality or ordinances He can make
us whole; Ile can satisfy our hunger
and use us to feed the hungry. And
now we are reminded that we are
blind, but He can give us sight and
use us to open the, eyes of others. Like
this num, we were born blind, by na-
ture children of wrath, (lead in sins,
without Christ, having no hope and
without God (Epli. II, 3, 5, 12), blinded
by the god of this world, wretched and
miserable and poor mind blind and na-
ked (11. Cor. iv, 4; Bev. 111, 17), our liven
all waste and void and dark, but God,
who commanded the light to shine out
of darkness, can shine in the darkest
heart (Gen. I, 2; II Cor. iv, 6).
It Is to this day a common belief
that if any one is afflicted there must
have been some individual sin back of
It, come reason for the affliction or
trial. but our Lord's reply on this occa-
sion indicates the groundlessness of
such a supposition. While all are sin-
ners and sin is at the root of all suf-
fering and some suffering may be
Caused by particular individual sin, us
in the case of the Impotent man (John
v, 14), yet if parents have blind or
deaf or dumb or palsied children there
Is no good retteon for thinking that
some special sin on the part of the
parents lies back of It.
The sickness and death of Laznrus.
the brother of Martha and Mary, and
all the sorrow of the sisters were for
the glory of God, that the Son of God
might be glorified thereby (John xl.
4). Who woUld not be willing to be
material on which the Son of God
might allow His power. and work the
works of Him that sent Him? (Verse 4.)
Thinking of Mtn us the Carpenter of
Nazareth, one has said: "I pray, 0
Master, let me lie as on Thy bench the
favored wood; Thy plane, Thy saw,
Thy chisel ply anti work me into some-
'thing good."
He, the living word, is the light of
the world (1, 0; yin, 12; iii, 40); 'the
written word which all speak of Him
Is also a light (Ps. exix, 105, 130), and
those who are born of the Spirit and
the word, into whose hearts the light
has shone, being filled with the Spirit
and the word, are the light of the
world beenlIfle of the life of Jesus
made manifest in thyin (Matt. V. 14,
in). We are nothing and can do noth-
ing apart from Hitit. Ile must do it
all, yet He pleases to use sometimes
human instrumentality. Is not the
clay, made of the earth and something
from His mouth, euggestive of the sin-
ner born by the word of God? He put
the clay on the eyes of the blind man
and sent him to Siloam to wash it off
and thus receive his sight. He who
loved to speak of Himself as "sent of
God" (thirty-four times in this gospel)
sent the man with the clay on his eyes
to wash it off in Siloam, which means
"sent" (verse 7i. Being born of God,
He uses; us to open other blind eyes,
provided we ere willing to be washed
off, to fall back into Him who sends
and uses ins, that Ile may be glorified.
We have the treasure in earthen ves-
sels that the excellency of the power
may be of God and not of us, for we
are not sufficient to think anything as
of ourselves, but our sufficiency le of
God (II ('or. iv, 7; iii. 5). If we would
be used of God we !mist hear Him say.
"Behold, as the clay is in the potter's
hand, so tire ye in Mine hand," and we
must reply, "0 Lord. Thou art our Fa-
'titer, we are the clay and Thou our
potter, and we all are the wink of Thy
hand" (Jer. xriil, 6; lea. lxiv, 8). The
heist desire on the part of the clay o
he framed or made anything of may
prevent our being used, for no flesh
shall glory iu His presence.
Tbe man who bad been blind was so
changed that some of his neighbors
hardly knew him. I, too, have seen
Just such a change ,in ninny sinners
after the light shone in. In a recent
letter from Porto Rico Mrs. Ferrando
writes: "It is wonderful to see how the
entrance of the truth changes the
whole person. Even the faces seem
not the same, so great is the change of
expression which comes into them." Is
it not written that "If any man be in
christ he is a new creature; old things
are passed away; all things are become
new?" (II Cor. v, 17.i And unless
there is in Heine form a very manifest
change is there not reason to inquire
If there is really n new creation? One
molt be able to say, "One thing I
know—that, whereas I was blind. now
I see" (verse 25).
This new life he, however, so costly ---
1 mean the ninnifest a tion of it, the open
confession of it that ninny are not
willing to pay the price. See what it
cost this initn—reviling and excommu-
nication (verses 25, 34, margin), but
e% en that led to fuller revelation of
christ. The cost of our redemption
MI wholly upon Christ, but the cost
of discipleship falls upon the believer,
for the Master raid, "Whosoever he be
if you thnt forsaketh not all Dint he
heti' lie motion be My dirciple" (Luke
tiv, RM. 1711it pierVant Is not greater
Ikon his Lord; if they linve perestetited
Nie they will ohm permectile you" Oahu
se, How pitiful ti lie blhiuul and
yet Will we mee! Pei' belief to know
H ii Hi'.' lulbiul cud cry; "Lord, that
might rowht. thy might!" "Open Thou
mine wall" (Verner 89-41.)
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Prank De Witt Talmage. D.D.
 al
Los Augeles, Cal., March 12.-In a -
moat every home throughout the lanl
the topic chosen by the preacher in
this sermon is n more or less Gunflint'
one. The text Is Proverbs x, 1, "A fool-
ish son Witte heaviness of his mother."
Death is an enemy. The Bible dis-
tinctly declares it. I remember some
years ago, when visiting one of the
N ve Zealand cities, this thought was
impressed upon me as never before. A
'Ming man, a musical genius, had late-
kr come from London and captured that
Whole city by his organ playing. He
was to play that Sunday In the church
where we were worshiping. The night
before, coming home from practicing
upon the keys, he sat down to eat din-
ner with his wife and two children.
SOddenly he began to gasp. A fish-
bane had caught in his throat. I
n a
'few minutes he was dead. The who
le
city was shocked at the awful trag-
.e.y. The church was draped in black.
Vise organ was covered with crape.
g the sobs of the dead man's
his pastor preached a eulogy.
this young man's life from I Co-
ns xv, 26, "The last enemy that
WWI be destroyed is death." As 
the
:IiVilicher uttered throe solemn
 words
tilt sank Into his hearers'
 consciences,
, Ma axiomatic truth.
Ok, yes, death is an enemy. 'Death
Oh Siam seems to be a
 cruel and a
nativeness enemy. It breaks a
sunder
;the marital bands. It li
fts the little
baby out of the crib and shuts h
er for-
Weer from our eyes by the c
losing of
th coffin lid. It strikes down t
he strong
Man who Is proclaiming God's 
word in
the pulpit. It empties the office
 of the
=clan w
ho is bending over the pa-
It sometimes sends the pleading
'lawyer to the grave even bef
ore the
"sliarderer whom he has defended 
expi-
ates his crime upon the ga
llows.
A Living Sorrow.
But when listening to that serm
on in
Use fareff country of New Z
ealand I
11011loquized thus: "That widow 
is to-
' tilly having her heart cru
shed by the
's wheels even as the Indian
nsaut used to mangle the bodies
Hindoo devotees. But a living
fir
e can be more formidable and 
a
awful enemy than a sorrow of
grave. The fiendish acts of a dine-
a debauched, a drunken, a cruel
' an unfaithful husband can 
weigh
heavily upou the wife's heart
the corpse of a dead husband.




- 1111•110 of an undutiful or u
nfaithful
'Alia fall upon the parental hea
rt with
;•... 1100re crushing weight than 
the sod
'', 4A , .
t, t falls upon the coffin lid of a dead
Thus today, from a parental
'.. 1,tnedPollit. 
I would preach upon the
.Ming sufferings of a father
 and a
' 'illbther when their ch
ildren go astray
'A do wrong. I Include here the fa
-
sufferings, as well as the moth-
't .•.'er's. The full wording of t
he verse of
' '. my text embraces both pa
rents. "A
.''''' wise son maketh a glad fathe
r." That
. ,--eenteace, Interpreted from t
he negative
standpoint, means, "A bad boy mak
eth
* '4 sad father, and a foolish son is th
e
, Aconites); of his mother.
"
. Why sad: Why 
heavy? First be-
,• 'reuse the true father and mo
ther can
',. never separate their Joys 
and sorrows
from the Joys and sorrows of t
heir
child. Though a man may live 
after
his right arm has been amputate
d, the
hand and the arm cease to live as s
oon
as the surgeon's knife has cut the
 ar-
tenet and the bones which unite 
them
to the shoulder. But here na
ture
seems to revenge the conditions of
 life.
Though a child may live indepen
dent
- of his parent, a true pa
rent can never
live independent of his childreu. F
rom
x
' the parental standpoint t
he parental
life and the child life are no
t only
bone of one hone and flesh of 
one
"flesh, but their existences 
are truly
fled upon each other.
..s. ' Law at Love Is Unequ
al.
' From the standpoint of a 
child you
' may not believe this. You
 ask: Is not
. the love between paren
t and child a
' mutual love? Why, then
, should not
' Its separation affect the 
one equally
with the other? Oh, no: The 
law of
love is unequal. The one wh
o makes
sacrifices has a stronger affectio
n than
the one for whom the sa
crifices are
= made. I go into the 
sculptor's studio,
. and I say: "Thorwa
ldsen, why art
. thou bending
 so lovingly over yonder
piece of cold marble? Has 
the stone
a heart?" "Oh, no," answers
 the Dan-
ish sculptor. "I do not love 
this stone
because it has a heart. I lo
ve it be-
cause I have put my hear
t into it in
my effort to bring out th
e beautiful
I figures which there I see sl
umbering
or beckoning to me fro
m the cold
stone." Why dues the artist
 love his
canvas and the composer his
 oratorio?
Because their life's work ha
s gone into
the creations of those 
masterpieces of
art or of music Why did 
Christopher
Wren's life seem to be anchor
ed to St.
Paul's cathedral and (sea
r Newton's
life to his laboratory? 
Because in
these places those men spent
 most of
—igir earthly existence 
in order to
work out the problems of t
heir lives.
Love inspired by sacrifice. 
That is
true. Then how can a true 
father and
mother help loving their 
children?
How can they ever separate 
their ex-
istence from the Joys and 
sorrows, the
successes and failures of their
 children?
Oh, how many sacrifices 
they have
-.---- , Aide! Was It ten 
years of sacrifice?
• adlage than that-twenty
 years, thirty
WOW, forty years. For
 years and
*ItiliwWwwwwassihattitillowtsg4,:: .
years the burden of raising emir f
am-
ilies never left their minds and heart
s.
It I could take you back to your
 old
homestead thirty years ago, I wo
uld
(Ind all you children sound asleep. 
The
mother and father-what are they tal
k-
ing so earnestly about? "Father," say
s
the mother, "cannot you meet the wor
t-
:;age on the farm unless we cut d
own
our expenses? Then I will have to l
et
the hired girl go. and I will do my 
own
cooking and washing." "Well," 
said
your father, "we must not econo
mize
at the children's expense. I must mak
e
more motley. M'e must raise the chi
l-
dren right. They must be educated."
Cannot Forget Them.
Why did your mother's hair gro
w
white at thirty-five years of age an
d
your father's face begin to be "cro
w
marked?" Neither in the morning,
noon nor night could they be foun
d
shrinking from their unceasing labors
for feeding, clothing and educating
their children. Now, man, do you think
it is possible, after a quarter of a cen-
tury of the hardest kind of work has
gone for the support and development
of the children, that the parents could
ever be independent of them? Oh, no.
Your father practically said: "If my
children turn against me, then will my
life be a failure Indeed. If my boys
turn out badly and my girls do not do
what they ought to do, then will earth-
ly life hold but little Joy either for me
or their mother." My friends, your
fathers and mothers worked too bard
for their children for you to disappoint
them in the results of their life's work.
No matter what you do or say, you
cannot make them forget you or cease
to live for you. Even the sinful plot of
a Hebrew prince to steal from a father
his throne could not make David do
aught but cling to Abealom while he
was alive and sorrow for the wayward
boy after he was dead.
But another reason why the burden
of a sinful child is hard for the parent
to bear-no sooner does a boy or a girl
begin to go astray than a true father
and mother agonize on account of the
stingings of a bitter self reproach.
Mark you this, wayward children-your
parents do not blame you entirely for
your sins. They are blaming them-
selves. They are looking away back
over the scenes of the past. They are
saying to their own hearts: "Did I do
right when I let my boy do this or that
or the other thing? Did I set my
daughter the wrong example? Did I
pray earnestly enough for my children
when they were in my own nursery?"
Oh, the sadness; oh, the sorrow; oh,
the bitter, bitter pangs of a merciless
self denunciation which conies to the
parents when their boys and girls turn
out badly! "A foolish son is the heavi-
ness of Ills mother." Aye, heavy in-
deed is he not only on account of the
boy's sins, but also on Recount of thos
e
of his wenn'.
Let me illustrate my thought by a
very common incident In life. There
comes a quick ring at the bell. Th
e
summons calls MO to go to your h
ome,
There I find your wife dying. I bring
to you all the gospel comfort I can. I
say: "Mr. iimandoto, God's will b
e
done, The Lord gave, and the 
Lord
taketh awny; blessed be the n
ame of
the Lord." You say nothing. 
You
keep your lips closely sealed. 
'rho
more I call the less I find that you 
are
comforted. At last, some day w
hen
we are alone, I say, "Mr. So-and
-so,
what is the matter?" "Well," you an
-
swer, "I do not know what to th
ink.
You say it is God's will that m
y wife
died. I know it Is not God's will
. I
know my negligence killed her. 
For
months and months my wife coug
hed
badly. She had two or three h
ard
spells of sickness. The doctors 
told
me she ought to go south, but so
me-
how I could not bring myself up
 to the
resolve to let her go. The J
ourney
would cost a lot of money. Bes
ides
that, I needed her by my side. 
I could
have saved her If I had sent her 
south
in time, oh, why did I not let her
 go?
Why did I not let her go?" That is
 the
remorse the true mother and t
he fa-
ther have when their boys and 
girls
go astray. "Oh, why did I not 
do dif-
ferently when my children were
 by
my side? Why did I not pray
 more
and live better than I did?"
Trusted Too Much.
But, my friends, though your pa
rents
made many mistakes in your 
bringing
up, tell me were not most of th
eir er-
rors made on aecount of the gent
leness
rather than the -meanness 
of their
hearts? Even in their weak
nesses
would you not have had them j
ust as
they were? Let me see; you sta
rted to
go astray first because they tr
usted you
too much. They never though
t that
you would or could do wrong
. When
you came home from college t
hey were
so -prsond to bee you. They 
had kept
sending check after check. My, 
how
hard it was to get that money! 
'But it
was for their boy. And, oh, the
 awful
awakening they had when they
 found
the money they sent, that har
d earned
money, was being spent for si
n! Don't
you remember how their hands
 trem-
bled when they were placed u
pon your
shoulder and their lips quivered
 when
they kissed you for the first 
time after
that shock? Don't you rem
ember how
their tears- not your tears, but 
theirs-
were left upon your cheek w
hen they
kissed you, a prodigal, returni
ng home?
Don't you remember how ang
ry your
father became wheu your 
employer
first insinuated that you ha
d embez-
zled some of his money? 
Old as he
was, his ellnehed fist was 
ready to
knock that employer down. 
But after
the undeniable proofs were 
presented
what did he do? Did be allow 
you to
be sent to Jail, as you ou
ght to have
been? It did no good to pay 
up that
deficit or embezzlement. Si
nce then
you have been cheating eve
ry one else
you could. No, he did not let 
you go to
jail. He took every dollar th
at he had
saved up to care for your mo
ther and
himself in their old age. lie 
turned
it all In and signed notes fo
r a thou-
sand dollars more to save 
you from
your Just punishment. He o
ught not
to have done it, but now In his old age
are you still going to sin and have him
lacerated by remorse because he Das
been too kind to you?
But is it to be wondered at that par-
ents, on account of their great love f
or
their children, err inauy times over b
y
being lenient? For yen's; I never ha
d
sympathy for fathers and mothers who.
as I expressed It, were willing to pay
their children's expenses to perdition.
I always said if I had any boys an
d
they got drunk once I would forgive
them and get their clothes out of pawn
and get them on their feet again. 
If
they stole once I would keep them f
rom
going to jail, But, If they did it the se
c-
ond time. to Jail or to the county p
oor-
house they would go. As my 
own
boys are now growlug up, do I thi
nk I
would do It? Perhaps. But I fear 
I
would do just as most fathers do
. I
would make the mistake of giving 
all I
had, of running into debt and, if 
neces-
sary, perhaps of destroying my 
own
good name, if I could only save
 my
boys. Oh, wayward children, it is
 not
you who should blame your fathers
 and
mothers for kindness which prove
s to
have been mistaken! They were 
indul-
gent to you, they were blind to 
your
faults, they trusted you, believing 
that
you would do right. You see n
ow, as
they see, that it would have been 
bet-
ter for you if they had been more s
trict
and severe. But will you blame t
hem
for that? It was their love for 
you
that was their fault. Hew have yo
u re-
paid that love? Return. I beseech 
you,
and beg their forgiveness.
Backs Too Weak For Burdens.
But there Is another reason why we
sympathize with broken hearted pa
r-
ents who are bearing the heavy, bu
r-
dens of wayward and sinful childre
n.
Those burdens are placed upon back
s
too weak to carry them and upo
n
hearts when they are too tender to
suffer. It makes a great deal of diffe
r-
ence how a man can bear a burde
n,
whether he is old or young, sick o
r
well, tottering or straight limbed. 
You
would not hitch an old horse up to 
a
load he could easily have drawn in h
is
prime. Neither, foolish son, should yo
u
make your parents in their old age
hear the burdens of your sins.
How old are your parents? "Oh "
you say, "father Is about sixty year
s
of age, and mother is about the same."
You know when our parents marrie
d
they did not do as do many people 
of
the present day. They did not 
waft
until they had amassed a fort
une.
Then the daughters were ready to start
with the soils at the bottom of the la
d-
der to climb up. Therefore they mar-
ried when they were young. O
nce
young together, now they have grow
n
old together." And then your lip qui
v-
ers as you say: "But mother IS not a
s
strong as she used to be, and that old
pain has come back in father's heart.
He had a fainting spell last week."
Alt, yes, they are growing old together!
Perhaps one of them is already gone.
la it not n mean art, an awfully mean
net, on your part to take a broken
dowu woman or an old broken down
mitu and piece upon them the burden
of your unpardoned sins? They one
s
carried yott in their arms; now you
ought to be willing to let them lean
Upon your arm, They once wiped
away your tears; now you should be
willing to wipe away theirs. They
once lived and are still living to make
you happy; now you ought to strive to
make their last days happy. Do not
put that heavy burden of your wicked-
ness upon their hearts. They are too
old to bear It.
"But," some one says, "my old father
and mother are not entirely dependent
upon me for their happinese. I am not
the only child. As my parents are old
fashioned folks, so they had an old
fashioned family. Their family was
a big one. I have four brothers and
three sisters, and, with the exception
of one brother, we are all alive toda
y
and have families of our own. Tw
o
of my brothers are gospel minister
s.
I am the only black sheep in the fai
n-
tly. Thus you need not worry abou
t
the old folks. Five children out 
of
six who are Christians is not such a
bad record." Ah, my brother, whe
n
you speak like that, even though 
you
are married, I know you have not y
et
fathomed the depth of your mother
's
and father's love. The true Christi
an
parents' happiness is dependent no
t
upon the Christian lives of a few, bu
t
of all their children. No matter 
bow
many children a Christian mother ha
s,
she is never happy unless all are in t
he
gospel fold. She will never be happ
y
If one lingers outside, You rem
ember
the old story of how a rich man w
ant-
ed to adopt one of the children 
of a
large family belonging to a Ger
man
peasant. The rich man said to the
 fa-
ther, "I will take any child you
 se-
lect" That night while all the chi
l-
dren were asleep the father and t
he
mother went from bed to bed to 
make
their choice "Not this one," said t
hey;
"not that one:" "not the other 
one"
So they went through all the 
rooms.
Though they had many children, 
they
could not let one of them go. 
So, my
friends, though you may have brot
hers
who are Christians and sisters who 
are
Christians, that is not enough for 
that
old gray haired father and m
other.
They want all their children to 
be
Christians. Will you not leave
 the
crooked path of sin today to m
ake
them happy? Your sins, your 
unpar-
doned sins, are pressing heav
ily upon
their hearts.
"Oh," says some one. "would
 that I
could do as you ask! 1 would d
o any-
thing on earth if I could only 
lift the
burden of my sins, which I c
ompelled
my dear old' father and mother 
to car-
ry, but it is too late-it is, al
as, too
late! They are now forever pa
st car-
rying the burden of my sins. 
My fa-
ther died as did the father 
of the
Scotch poet. On his [sickbed h
e was
asked by his minister if he was 
worried
about anything. Then my fathe
r look-
ed at me as the father of Robert
 Burns
looked at hie son on a eindlar occas
ion,
and he answered: 'Nothing. I am 
wor-
tying about nothing except my boy
Robert.' But father is dead now. I can
never bring hint back to tell him how I
have repented of lily paid sins."
Bearing Burdens In Heaven.
Your father and mother beyond the
burden of your sins? Friend, I do 
not
know about that. Even in he
aven I
think they are still longing and ho
ping
for our salvation. I for one cann
ot un-
derstand how there can be Joy in 
heav•
en over one sinner that repenteth
 and
not any thoughts about us wh
o are
still unrepentant. One of the grea
test
of New York pastors once told m
e that
when anything went wrong in his
 life
lie used to feel the warm, lovin
g arms
of his redeemed daughter about 
his
neck, and he could hear her dear li
ps
speak to hint words of counsel w
hich
would bring him to his better self. 
I do
not believe it beyond the range 
of pos-
sibilities for our dear ones to be 
anx-
ious about our unrepentant souls. E
ven
now I would not be surprised if 
they
were sending forth an angelic mes
sen-
ger to find out what our decision 
is to
be. Heaven, beautiful heaven! H
ave
our redeemed parents any b
urdens
about our unpardontal sins In heaven
?
Perhaps by taking you on a past
Journey to the place where I spen
t
most of my boyhood days I might he
lp
you to a decision to give your hear
ts
to Jesus Christ. The Journey wh
iclt
you are to take occurred a short 
time
after my father's burial. After h
is
body had been laid away to sleep by t
he
side of my mother I said to my si
ster,
"Come, let us go and look at the o
ld
house." We walked down the st
reet
where we both had played many year
s
before. As I went along I began t
o
call up the names of the different
neighbors. But the houses now had
strange faces looking out of the win-
dows. The little children who wer
e
playing in the street looked much like
my old playmates. They laughed M
A
shouted and jumped just as we used
to Jump, but their eyes were differen
t.
They edged off from the sidewalk a
s
we came along. We were strangers 
to
them. They were strangers to us.
Ah, yes, here is; the old house. It
stands as a sentinel overlooking Fort
Green park, where one a the old Revo-
lutionary battles was fought and where
some of the old Revolutionary veterans
lie burled. From the outside the old
house looked about the same. Thee
was the vine mother planted, still
crawling over the side and clinging to
the roof and trying to cover up the
windows. Indeed, the house looked so
much like the past that I thought for
tin instant mother would be waiting
for me In the front room to welcome
me home from college, Just to the rea-
of the house was the old grapevine ar-
bor built by Captain Spicer before he
lost his wife and manly son, whom I
enn Just remember. I had often taken
my dessert of fruit there before I an-
ewer the dinner bell. But, come; I
must not linger outside. Here, let me
take a peek In at the window. I won-
der if yonder policeman will think I
am a thief. Ile Wears just the same
kind of bran buttons as did the officer
who used to chase me off the par' I
grass when I was playing "hound and
hares" and climbing up yonder walls
more like a trapeze performer than n
hare scurrying for her burrow.
Visiting the Old lions•.
Yes, here is the parlor. There I saw
my first Christmas tree. There they
laid me as a little baby in a basket as
a Christmas present for my father.
There, In that same room, 1 first saw
the dead face of a relative. My broth-
er's casket lay there. Mother's body
was covered with flowers there. And
there we met to laugh as well as to
weep.
Up and through the house we went.
Each room had for us a history. In
each place we could see the living and
the dead side by side. Now it was a
sister in her bridal robes, now a death-
bed scene, now-but stop; I cannot go
further. You would not have me if
you could. The history of my old how •
was merely the history of yours, only
under other names. With us it was
Jessie, De Witt, May, Edith, Frank,
Daisy, Maude. With you It was Ger-
trude, Sarah, Carrie, William, John.
Walter. Names different; scenes all
the same.
That afternoon I went away from
the old homestead with a sad heart.
"All that scene of love gone forever:"
I kept saying. "All gone, all gone!" in
it all gone forever? But that night as
I sped on west toward my own home,
where may wife and children were wait- I*
lug to greet me, I was looking out of
the train window. I had my cheek
resting upon my hand. I know not
whether I was asleep or awake. But, 1
whether asleep or awake, suddenly a
strange vision came to me. I seemed 4.
to see the dear faces of my loved ones
who are gone. Among the twinkling
stars of the night I saw their bright
eyes and heard them speaking to me.
They seemed to say: "The past is not
dead. We are going to have our re-
unions again. We are here waiting.
We are waiting for you. Will you live
for Christ as we lived, that we may
have these reunions?"
Are our parents in heaven concerned
about us? They so loved us here, they
were so anxious about our best inter-
ests, that I cannot believe they have
forgotten us now. What news could
so gladden their hearts, could the an-
gelic messengers that pass from earth
to heaven bring to them, than the news
of your repentance? Shall we let them
wait and keep waiting for our answer?
Father, mother, we are coaling! Yes,
in a little while, after we have done
our work for Christ, we shall come.
Oh, sinful child, thou art not an or-
phan! You have a heavenly Father
waiting. You have a redeemed earthly
father and mother waiting. Wilt thou
not lift from them the burden of their
anxiety? Wilt thou not enhance their
heavenly Joys by the assurance that
thou art coming to complete the fam-
ily circle around the throne?
(Copyright. 1904 by Louis frioeschi
AL Hair Rene*"
VEGETABLE SICILiAN
Is it true you want to look old? Then keep your gray balr. If not,
then use Hall's Hair Renewer, and have all the dark, rich color
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The handsome picture of which the above cut is a reproduction on a smaller
scale may be seen in the window of the PLANTERS BANK & TRUST COMPANY
buildin_g. 
Altoona, Pa., June 20, 1903.
I was afflicted with Tetter in bad shape
It would appear in blotches as large as nil
THREE -ARE DEAD AND hand, a yellowish color, and scale off
You can imagine how offensive it was
THREE WOUNDED. For twelve years I was afflicted with this
trouble. At night it was a case of scratch
and many times no rest at all. Seeing thc
good the medicine was doing a friend
who was taking it for Eczema, I corn-
ONE CHILD is MISSING ...need it, and as a result the eruption be-' gan to dry up and disappear, and to-day
I am practically a well man. Only two
tiny spots are left on the elbow and shin,
where once the whole body was affected.
I have eve confidence i tl   Battle With Officers Con-
tinues Until Madman
Is Shot Down.
(Special to New Era;
DEN Vpt, Colo., March 13.—Mad
with rage because of his defeat in a
lawsuit in which K. Fill, the man
whom he pronounced his bitterest
enemy, pad been victorious, and
swearing. vengeance against him and
his family, George Schistler, a team-
ster, armed himself with a rifle and
started out to do murder. When the
smoke of battle cleared away three
persons were dead, one was missing
and three others lay wounded, two
of them dangerously.
The (feed—K. Fill, Mrs. K. Fill,
bleorge Schistler.
The missing—A child of the Fills.
Wounded—Dr. Frank Dulin, police
surgeon, Capt. Bohemia and Kelly.
The wife of George Schistler is
prostrated over the efftir and may
die of the'shock.
Schistler first Visited the Fills'
home and fired bullets into the brains
of the husband and wife. He then
set tire to the house and ills believed
a son of the Fills perished in the
flames. Returning to his own house
be barricaded himself inside mid
hundreds of shots were exchanged
between him and the police. Offluers
Dulin and Bohemia and a man
named Kelly were wounded, and
&Windier was finally killed.
Col. W. 0. Coleman, superintend;
ant of the Confederate home at Pe-
wee Valley, says that the report that
Mrs. Owen Williams was named as
the new matron ot the home was er-
roqeous. Mrs. F. M. Oh-and has for
some time held this position and will
continue in it. Mrs. Williams will
become the stewardess of the home
March 16.
ry n remedicine,
and feel sure that in a short time these
two remaining spots will disappear.
S. S. S. is certainly a great blood puri-
fier, and has done me a world of good.
I am grateful for •what it has accom-
plished, and trust that what I have said
will lead others who are similarly afflict.
ed to take the remedy and obtain the
same good results that I have.
125 East Fifth Ave. Jour/ P. LEAR.
While washes, soaps, salves and powders
relieve temporarily, they do not reach the
real cause of the disease. The blood must
be purified before the cure is permanent.
S.S.S. contains no potash, arsenic or min-
eral of any description, but is guaranteed
purely vegetable.
Send for our book






any who write us
about their case. 
atives present. All forfeits mooey to
The Swift Sneniflo Company, Atlanta. Ga, insure the finishing of the season
was posted and the following teams
compose the league; Hopkinsville,
Paduca.h and Henderson, Ky.; Cai-
ro, Illinois; Vincennes and Prince-
ton, Indiana.
The schedule adopted piovides for
132 games to be played by each team.
An extension clause is added, but is
rot likely to be taken advantage of,
as the majority of the club owners
are not in favor of a longer season.
The season will open on May 4 end
will close. September 12.
Owing to the locatiou of Hopk ins-
vine it was seen that the schedule
would work on an injustice to the
local team in the way of increased
mileage, and the league voted $90 to
the team for extra fares. Hopkins-
villa, Henderson and Princeton were
elected members of the directorate,
and representative of these cities in
conjunction with the officers wil
have full control of league matters
ONE OF THE BROTHERS
DID NOT SURRENDER.
(Special to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., March 13 —
County Judge James Hargis anti ex-
Senator Alex H. Hargis were
brought here today fromJacl:son and
are under custody charged with
procuring the murder of of Town
Marshal James Cockrill, of Jackson,
in 1202. Elbert Hargis fail( d to sur-
render himself to the officers and
Sheriff Ei Callahan, who is jointly
indicted with the Hargiees, is con-
fined to his bed be illness and was
not able to make the trip to this city.
A telephone message to the New
Era from Paducah states that the
K. I. T. league meeting was largely
attoaded and thoroughly har-






The notion that one must pay from fifty dollaris upwards in order to get
a good shotgun has been pretty effectively die elled since the advent of
the Winchester Repeating Shotgun, These gins are sold within reach
of almost everybody's purse. They are safe, trong, reliable and handy.
When it comes to shooting qualities no gun I made beats them.
are made in in and 16 gauge. Step iiito a gun store and examine one.
FREE: Send s•ime and address on a postal card for one Uirge iligstrated azialsres.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., P‘MW HAVEN, CONIC
CANCER CURED BY BLOOD
BALM
All Skin and Blood Diseases
Cured.;
Mrs. M. L. Adams, Fredonia, Ala.,
took Botanic Blood Bdtm which ef-
fectually cured an eating cancer of
the nose arid face. The sores healed
up perfectly. Many doctors had giv-
en up her case as hopeless, hundreds
of cases of cancer, eating sores, sup-
perate swellings, etc., have been cur-
ed by Blood Balm. Aniong others
Mrs. B. M. Guerney, Warrior Stand,
Ala. Her nose and lip were raw as
beef, with offensive discharge from
the eating sore. Doctors advised cut-
ting, but it tailed. Blood Balm heal-
ed the sores, and Mrs. Guerney is as
well as ever. Flotanic Blood Balm
also cures eczema, itching humors,
scabs and scales, bone pains, ulcers,
offensive pimples, blood poison, car-
buncles, scrofula, risings arid bumps
on the skin and all blood troubles
Druggists $1 per large bottle. Sample
of Botanic Blood Balm free and pre-
paid by writing Blood Balm Co., At-
lanta, Oa. Describe trouble and spe-
cial medical advice is.rit in sealed
letter. It is certainly worth while in-
vestigating such a remarkable reme-
dy as Blood Balm cures the In)st aw-
ful, worst and most deep-seated
blood diseases.
Chairman Ewing Urges The
Planters to Remain Res-
olute—Rallies Held.
Following the important confer.
e we of the executive committee of
the Dark Tobacco District Plantets'
association at Guthrie Friday when
Hopkineville. Clarksville, Mayfield
and Paducah were decided upon as
markets, with equal recognition,
where tobacco will be stored, sam-
pled and inspected, enthusiastic ral-
lies were held at iren ton and Elkton.
meetings were attended by
large crowds of farmers. Chairman
Ewing stated that 70 000,000 pounds
had already been pledged to the as-
sociation and that he had offers for
the entire output as 800n as it is
prized and put in marketable cendi-
don. Ile referred to the present
membership 88 compared with that,
of four months ago, and said that all
would be surprised to learn that it
had increae* d to 7,000. Regarding
th sertions from the association, Mr.
Ewing said that there had been just
20 out of 7,000 members, and that this
did not warrant the establishment of
a law department.
At Present, he said, there were 58
factories in t he dark district engag-
ed in prizing, and one factory had al-
ready prized 41 hogsheads. He urged
the farmers to give no credence to
the various calumnious reports now
being circulated, but to remain retie-
lute and calm.
Also Heads, Blades and








stablished April 16th from
. There are 631 people to be
nd 118 houses on the route.
makes pale, thin children fat
and hubby. Overcomes
wa,,tin tendencies and brings
back osy cheeks and bright
eyes.
It's urprising how quickly
childr n respond to Scott's
Emul ion, It contaigs just
the el ment of nourishment
their] ttle bodies need. They
thrive on it.
Even a few drops in the
baby's bottle have a notice-
able elifect for good. Nothing
better than Scott's Emulsion
for grOwing children.
Well knd you a sample free upou req... sat.
SCOt7 & BOWNE, 4o9 Pearl Street, Now York_
We toolt the agency
for tap Osborne when
com aratively a new
machine in this sec.
tion. We have worlted
up ft big tre,de on it,
which we could never
have done were it not
a maChine ofgreat me-
rit. Of the large num-
ber *old last year all
gave perfect satisfac-
tion, and we could get
testi ltonials from ev-
ery an that used one























to put off the duties of Na
ture to
at end to the duties of the
 home
a d when they do 
get time to go,
the feeling has passed.
Constipation results and 
then
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Your Money Mask
If It WW1 Benefit Yee
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Gives Relief at Once
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AN FRANCISCO once mor
e!
For two days the Bertha Min
-
nst had been beating up the
coast, fighting her way against
northerly winds, butting int
o head
seas.
The ,warmth, the stillness, t
he placid,
drowsing quiet of Magda
lena bay,
steaming under the golden
 eye of a
tropic heaven, the white, 
baked beach,
the bay heads, straited 
with the mi-
rage in the morning, the
 coruscating
unmet, the enchanted myst
ery of the
purple night, with its sh
een of stars
and riding moon, were no
w replaced by
the hale and vigorous s
norting of the
trades, the roll of break
ers to land-




green seas careering sile
ntly past the
sooner, their crests oc
casionally hiss-
ing into brusque eru
ptions of white
froth or smiting broad o
n under her
counter, showering her
 decks with a
spout of by spray. It
 was cold. At
Vanes thick fogs cloaked 
all the world
at water. To the ea
st a procession of
bleak hills defiled slowly
 southward.
Lighthouses were passed; 
streamers of
smoke on the western hor
izon marked
the passage of steamsh
ips, and once
they met and passed cl
ose by a huge
Oape ilorner, a great
 deep sea tramp,
all sails set and drawing
, rolling slowly
and leisurely la seas t
hat made the
schooner dance.
At last the Faraliones l
ooked over
the ocean's edge to the 
north; then
oime the whistling buo
y, the Seat
rocks, the Heads, Point
 Reyes, the
Golden Gate flanked with 
the old red
Presidio, Lime point with 
Its watching
cannon, and by noon of
 a gray and
boisterous day, under a lu
sty wind and
a slant of rain, just five 
months after
her departure, the Berth
a aliliner let
go her anchor in San Fra
ncisco bay
some few bemired yards off
 the life-
boat station.
In this berth the schooner 
was still
three or four miles from th
e city and
the water front. But Mora
n detested
any nearer approach to
 civilization,
and Wilbur htmeedf was
 willing to
avoid, at least for one day
, the pub-
licity which he believe
d the Bertha's
ktappearance was sure to a
ttract. He
remembered. too, that the 
little boat
carried with her .a fortun
e of $100,-
000 and decided that un
til it could
be safely lauded and st
ored it was
not desirable that its exis
tence should
be known along "the front
."
Toe day., weeks even, W
ilbur hail
100110d eagerly for to 
this return
to his home. its. had 
mem himself
slain in his forme
r haulits, In libi club
and in the houses along Pa
cific avenue
where be was received, but
 no sooner
had the anchor chain muted
 rattling
In the Bertha's ha wse pi
pe than a
strange revulsion came upon 
him. The
new' man that seeineti to hav
e so sud-
denlY sprung to life within 
him, the
Wilbur who wits the mate of 
the Ber-
tha Miliner, the Wilbur wh
o belonged
to Moran, believed that he c
ould see
nothing to be desired in city 
life. For
him was the unsteady deck of a 
schoon-
er, and the great winds and
 the tre-
mendous wheel of the ocean's
 rim, and
the horizon that ever fled 
before his
following prow; 80 he told hi
mself, so
he believed. What attract
ions could
the city offer him, what amu
sements,
,what excitements? He had be
en flung
off the smoothly spinning 
circumfer-
ence of well ordered life out
 Into the
void.
He had known romance and
 the spell
of the great, simple end primi
tive emo-
tions; he had sat down to eat wi
th buc-
caneers; he had seen the fierce
, quick
leap of unleashed passions 
and bad
felt death swoop close at his 
nape and
pass like a swift spurt o
f cold air.
City,life. his old life, had no cha
rm for
him now. Wilbur honestly bel
ieved
that he was changed to hi
s heart's
core. Ile thought that, like M
oran, he
was henceforth to be a sailor 
of the
Oft. a rover, and he saw th
e rest of
his existence passed with he
r aboard
their faithful little schooner
. They
would have the whole round 
world as
their playground; they held 
the earth
and the great seas in fief; t
here was
no one to .at or to hinder
. They two
belonged to ea& other. Onc
e outside
the Heads again and they s
wept the
land of cities and of little 
things be-
hind them, and they two w
ere left
alone once more, alone in t
he great
world of romance.
Abodt an hour after her arr
ival off
the station, while Iloaag and t
he hand's
were furling the jib and fo
resail and
getting the dory over the s
ide, Moran
remarked to Wilbur:
"It's good we came in wh
en we did.
mate. The glass 18 going do
wn fast,
and the wind's breezing up 
from tlic
west. We're going to have a
 blow.
The tide will be going out i
n a little
whlle, mnd we never could hav
e conic
in against wind and tide."
"Moran," said Wilbur. "I'm 
going
ashore—into the station here.
 There's
• telephone line there, See t
he wires?
I can't so much as turn my h
and over
before I have some shore goin
g clothes.
What do you suppose they w
ould do
to me if I appeared on Kearn
ey street
In this outfit? I'll ring up
 the whole-
sale chemists in town an
d have an
agent come out here and 
talk business
to no About our arattemlit, . 
We've era
to pay tie Men their p
rimi nloney.
Then as soon as we get our
 own num-
ey in hand we can talk a
bout over-
hauling and outfitting the B
ertha."
Moran refused to accomp
any him
ashore and into the life
boat station.
Roofed houses were an obj
ect of sus-
picion to her. Already sh
e had begun
to be uneasy at the dist
ant sight of
the city of San Francisco
, Nob, Tele-
graph. Russian and Rinc
on hills, all
swarming with buildings 
and grooved
with streets. Even the 
landlocked
harbor fretted her. Wilbur
 could see
she felt imprisoned, conf
ined. When
he had pointed out the Pa
lace hotel to




had sworn under her breath
.
"And people can live 
there! Good
heavens! 55 by not rabbit 
burrows and
be done with it? Mate, 
bow soon can
we be out to sea again? 
I hate this
place."
Wilbur found the captain of
 the life-
boat station in the act of 
sitting down
to a dinner of boiled beef an
d cabbage
Ile wits a strongly built,
 well looking
man, with the air more of
 a soldier
than a sailor. He had al
ready been
studying the schooner thr
ough his front
window and had recognize
d her and
at once asked Wilbur new
s of Captala
Kitchell. Wilbur told him
 as much of
his story as was necessary
, but froni
the captain's talk he gat
hered that
the news of his return had
 long since
been wired from Coronado 
and that it
would be impossible to avo
id a nine
days' notoriety. The capt
ain of the
station (his name was Hodg
son) made
Wilbur royally welcome, i
nsisted upon
his dining with him and him
self called
up the chemists as soon a
s the meal
was over.
It was he 70ho offered the on
ly plaus-
ible solution of the mystery
 of the lift-
ing and shaking of the sc
hooner and
the wrecking of the junk
. Though
Wilbur wan not satisfied w
ith Hodg-
aon's explanation, It was th
e only one
he ever heard.
When he had spoken of th
e matter.
Hodgson had nodded his h
ead. "Sul-
phur bottoms," he said.
"Sulphur bottoms?"
"Yes; they're a kind of rig
ht whale.
They get barnacles and a kin
d of ma-
rine lice on their backs an
d come no
end scratch themselves agai
nst a ship'.
keel just like it hog tinder a f
ence."
When Wilbur's business w
as done
and he was making ready
 to return
to the schooner. Hodgso
n remarked
suddenly: "Hear you've go
t a strap-
ping fine girl aboard with
 you. Where.
did you fell in with her?
" And he
winked and grinned.
Wilbur started as though st
ruck, and
took himself hurriedly awa
y, but the
man's words had touched o
ff in his
brain a veritable mine of 
conjecture.
Moran in Magdalena bay w
as consist-




bur to explain her to Sa
n Francisco,
anti how could his behavi
or seem else
than ridiculous to the men 
of his club
and to the women whos
e dinner in-
vitations he was wont t
o receive?
They could not endermtand 
the change
that had been wrought in 
him. They
did not know Moran, the 
savage, half
tamed 'Valkyrie so rituide
nly become n
W01111111. Hurry no he 
would, the
at'lloolier oath! Dot lie put til s
ea again
within it fortnight, Eve
n though he
(fleeted to live alumni iii the
 Mean-
while, the very loudness of
 her prep•
aratIon would cull WM to t
he city
again anti again. Moran cou
ld not be
kept a Keene. As it was, all t
he world
knew of her by now. On
 the other
hand, no could easily unde
rstand her
position. To her it seemed
 simplicity
itself that they two who 
loved each
other should sail away and
 pass their
lives together upon the sea,
 as she and
her father had done before.
Like most men, Wilbur had
 to walk
when he was thinking hard. 
He sent
the dory back to the scho
oner with
word to Moran that he wo
uld take a
walk around the beach and
 return in
an hour or two. He set off a
long the
shore in the direction of F
ort Mason,
the old red brick to% at th
e entrance
to the Golden Gate. .At th
is point in
the Preiddio government 
reservation
the land is solitary. NVilbur
 followed
the line of the beach to the 
old fort,
and there on the very thresho
ld of the
western world, at the very out
post of
civilization, sat down in the lee
 of the
crumbling fortification and 
scene by
scene reviewed the extrao
rdinary
events of the past six months.
In front of him ran the narro
w chan-
nel of the Golden Gate; to hi
s right
was the bay and the city; at h
is left
the open Pacific.
He saw himself the day o
f his ad-
vent aboard the Bertha in hi
s top hat
and frock coat; saw hims
elf later.
"braking down" at the wind
lass, the
Petrel within hailing distance.
Then the pictures began to th
icken
fast: The derelict bark Lady
 Letty
rolling to her scuppers, aband
oned and
lonely; the "boy" in the whee
l box,
Kitchell wrenching open the
 desk in
the captain's stateroom, Captain
 Stern-
ersen buried at sea, his false te
eth up-
side down; the black fury of the
 squall,
and Moran at the wheel; Mor
an, lying
at full length on the deck, ge
tting the
altitude of a star; Magdalena
 bay, the
shark fishing, the mysteriou
s lifting
and shuddering of the scho
oner, the
beachcombers' Junk, with it
s staring
red eyes; liming, naked to the
 waist,
gleaming with sweat and 
whale oil;
the ambergris, the race to b
each the
sinking schooner, the never
 to be for-
gotten night when he and Mo
ran bad
camped together on the bea
ch; 1-bang
taken prisoner and the hid
eous filing
of his teeth; the beachcomb
ers, silent
and watchful behind their s
and breast-
works; the Chinaman be h
ad killed
twitching and hiccoughing 
at his feet;
Moran turned berserker, burst
ing down
upon him through a haze o
f smoke;
Charlie, dying in the hammoc
k aboard
the schooner, ordering his fun
eral with
its "four pieces horse;" Coro
nado, the
inecenitrueue IMO_ in • ttlie
 halleciora.
and, Igor or Ira, ;route derrick,
 drletifte
duck and kid shoes, giving he
r hand
to Moran, in her boots and belt,
 hat-
less as ever, her sleeves rolled 
up to
above her elbows, her white,
 strong
arm extended, her ruddy fa
ce and
pale, milk blue eyes gravely obser
vant,
her heavy braids, yellow as ripen
ing
rye, hanging over shoulder and b
reast.
A sudden explosion of cold wi
nd,
striking down blanketwise a
nd be-
wildering from out the west, 
made
Wilbur look up quickly. The
 gray
sky seemed scudding along clos
e over-
head. The bay, the narrow c
hannel
of the Golden Gate, the outside
 ocean.
were all whitening with cre
sts of
waves. At his feet the huge
 green
ground swells thundered to 
the at-
tack of the fort's granite fou
ndations.
Through the Gate the bay 
seemed
rushing out to the Pacific. A
 bewilder-
ed gull shot by, tacking and
 slanting
against the gusts that would
 drive it
out to sea. Evidently the st
orm was
not far off. Wilbur -rose to
 his feet
and saw the Bertha Millner, c
lose in,
unbridled and free as a runaw
ay horse,
headed directly for the open
 sea and





LITTLE while after Wi
lbur
hati set off from the statio
n,
while Moran was making the
lust entries in the logb
ook,
seated at the table in the 
cabin, Jim
appeared at the door.
"Well?" she said, looking up
.
"China by him want go asho
' plenty
big, see ow lien up Chinat
own in um
city."
"Shore leave, is it?" said 
Moran.
"You deserted once befo
re without
even saying goodb
y, and my hand in
the fire, you'll come back
 this time
dotty with opium. Get away 
with you!
We'll have men aboard here 
in a few
days."
"Can go?" inquired Jim sua
vely.
"I said SO. Report our a
rrival to
your ship company."
iloang rowed Jim and the 
coolies
ashore and then returned 
to the
schooner with the dory and 
streamed
her astern. As he passed
 the cabin
door on his way forward Mo
ran hail-
ed him.
"I thought you went ashor
e?" she
cried.
"Heap field," he answered
. "Him
other boy go up Chinatow
n; him tell
Sam Yup. I tink Sam Yup
 alla same
killee me. I no leave um s
hip two,
thee day. Binieby I go Ole
gon. I
stay topside ship. You wan
t um cook.
I cook plenty fine; stand up 
watch for
you.,,
Indeed, ever since leaving Co
ronado
the ex-beachcomber had ma
de himself
very useful about the sch
ooner--had
been, In fact, obsequiousne
ss itself
and seemed to be particular
ly desirous
of gaining the good will of 
the Ber-
tha's officers. He understoo
d pigeon
English better than Jim and
 spoke it
even better than Charlie had 
done. He
acted the part of interpreter b
etween
Wilbur and the hands, eve
n turned
to in the galley upon occasio
n and of
his own accord offered to give t
he ves-
sel a coat of paint ahoy..., the
 wilier
line. Moran turned back to
 her log,
and Holing went forword, 
Standing
on the forwent (leek, he lo
oked ii fist'
the Bertha's coolies until th
ey dlonp•
peered behind a row of pine
 trees Sni
the Preeldlo reservetion, goin
g city -
ward. Wilbur was nowher
e in sight.
For a long time Hoang stu
died the
lifeboat station narrowly 
while he
made a great show of coiling
 a length
of rope. The station was ju
st out of
hailing distance. Nobody see
med stir-
ring. The whole shore and h
ack land
thereabout was deserted; the
 edge of
the city was four awes distant. Ho-
ling returned to the forecastle
 hatch
and went below, groping und
er his
bunk in his ditty box.
"Well, what Is it?" exclaim
ed Mo-
ran a moment later as the beac
hcomb-
er entered the cabin and shut
 the door
behind him.
bang did not answer, but sh
e did
not need to repeat the questio
n. In an
Instant Moran knew very 
well what
he had come for.
"Heavens!" she exclaimed un
der her
breath, springing to her feet
. "Why
didn't we think of this?"
Hwang slipped his knife from
 the
sleeve of his blouse. For an 
instant
the old imperiousness, the old 
savage
iluang's knife nai/eti the 
words withi
her throat,
pride and anger, leaped a
gain in Mo-
ran's breast, then died a
way forever.
She was no longer t
he same Moran
of that first fight on boa
rd the schoon-
er, when the beachcomb
ers had plun-
ders' d her of her "loot.
" Only a few
weeks ago and she woul
d have fought
with lioang without 
hesitation and
without mercy; would h
ave wrenched
a leg from the table an
d brained him
where he stood. But she
 had learned
since to know what It m
eant to be de-
jugglent, to_redy cos_ pr*
oteetten_u2on
boom c".•..,04 in: ."•olt T
OAD r.vz.
to know her weakness, to k
now that
she Was at last a woman a
nd to be
proud of-lt.
She did not fight; she had n
o thought
of fighting. Instinctively 
she cried
aloud: "Mate, mate! Oh, m
ate, where
are you? Help me!" An
d lloang's
, knife nailed the words 
within her
throat.
I The "loot" was in a b
rass bound
chest under one of the cab
in's bunks
stowed in two gunny bag
s. Hoang
drew them out, knotted t
he two to-
gether and, slinging them 
over his
shoulder, regained the deck.
He looked carefully at the a
ngilly sky
and swelling seas, noting 
the direction
of the wind and set of the
 tide, then
went forward and cast t
he anchor
chains from the windlass 
in such n
manner that the schooner
 must In-
evitably wrench free with 
the first
heavy strain. The dory was
 still tug-
ging at the line astern. H
oang drop-
ped the sacks in the boat, sw
ung him-
self over the side and rowe
d calmly
toward the station's whar
f. If any
notion of putting to sea
 with the
schooner had entered the obscu
re, per-
verted cunning of his min
d, he had
almost instantly rejected 
it. China-
town was his aim. Once 
there and
under the protection of his t
ong, Iloang
knew that he was safe. He
 knew the
hiding places that the Bee
 Yup asso-
ciation provided for its memb
ers, hid-
ing places whose very exist
ence was
unknown to the police of
 the white
devil.
No one Interrupted—no one
 even no-
ticed—his passage to the sta
tion. At
best it wee nothing more tha
n a coolie
carrying a couple of gunny s
acks across
his shoulder. Two hours l
ater Mang
was lost in San Francisco's 
Chinatown.
• • • • • 
•
At the sight of the schooner sw
eeping
out to sea Wilbur was for 
an instant
smitten rigid. What had h
appened?
Where was Moran? Why w
as there
nobody on board? A swift, sh
arp sense
of some unnamed calamity le
aped sud-
denly at his throat. Then 
be was
aware of a clattering of hoofs
 along the
road that led to the fort. H
odgson
threw himself from one of t
he horses
that were used in handling 
the surf
boat and ran to him, hatless a
nd pant-
ing.
'"Look!" he shouted. "Look! 
Your
schooner! Do you see her? Sh
e broke
Sway after I'd started to tel
l you—to
tell you—to tell you—your girl t
here on
board— it was horrible!"
"Is she all right?" cried Wilb
ur at
top voice, for the clamor of t
he gale
was increasing every second.
"All right! No; they've kill
ed her—
somebody—the coolies, I think
—knifed
her! I went out to ask you pe
ople to
come into the station to have
 supper
with me"—
"Killed her! Killed her! W
ho? I
don't believe you"—
"Wait—to have supper with 
me, and
I found her there on the ca
bin floor.
She was still breathing. I 
carried her
up on deck. There was no
body else
aboard. I carried her up a
nd laid her
on the deck, and she died t
here. Just
now I came after you to te
ll you.
a nd" —
'But - great heat-elm men! 
Who
killed her? Where is she?
 Oh! hut
tuf cultist' It Isn't until How d
id you
know? Shire!' killed! Sioriiii kil
led!"
"Anil the owiiiiiiiter broke Im
o, tater
I whirled!"
"Moran killed! But -but-- she'
s not
dead yet! We'll have to see"
—
"She died on the deck. I broug
ht her
up and laid her on"—
"110w do you know she's
 dead?
Where Is she? Conte on; we'll
 go right
buck to her—to the station!"
"She's on board—out there!"
"Where—where is she? Ma
n, tell
me where she is!"
"Out there aboard the schoo
ner. I
brought her up on deck—lef
t her on
the schooner—on the deck—
she was
stabbed in the throat—and t
hen came
after you to tell you. Then th
e schoon-
er broke away while I wa
s coming.
She's drifting out to sea no
w."
"Where is she? Where is sh
e?"
"Who—the girl, the schooner
—which
one? The girl is on the sch
ooner, and
the richooper—that's her, righ
t there—
she's drifting out to sea."
Wilbur put both hands to 
his tem-
ples, closing his eyes.
"I'll go back!" exclaimed 
Hodgson.
"We'll have the surf boat o
ut and get
after her. We'll bring the b
ody back!"
"No, no!" cried Wilbur.
 "It's bet-
ter—this way. Leave her; le
t her go:
she's goink; nut to sea —o
ut to sea
again!"
"But the schooner won'
t live two
hours outside in this weath
er. She'll
go down."
"It's better—that way. Let 
her go.
I want it so."
"I can't stay; I can't stay 
here!" said
the other. "There's a sto
rm coming
up, and I've got to be at my 
station."
Wilbur did not answer. 
He was
watching the schooner.
"I can't stay!" cried the 
other again
"If the patrol should sign
al—I can't
stop here; I must be on 
duty. Come
back; you can't do anything
!"
"No!"
"I have got to go!" Ho
dgson rah
back, swung himself on the 
horse and
rode away et a furious g
allop, inclin-
ing his head against the 
gusts.
And the schooner in a wo
rld of fly-
ing spray, white scud 
and driving
spoondrift, her cordage h
umming, her
forefoot churning, the lin
g at her peak
straining stiff in the gale, 
came up into
the narrow passage of 
the Golden
Gate, riding high upon t
he outgoing
tide. On she came, s
winging from
crest to crest of the waves
 that kept
her company and that ra
n to meet
the ocean, shouting and ca
lling out be-
yond there under the lo
w, scudding
clouds.
Wilbur had climbed to the
 top of the
old fort, Erect upon its 
granite ledge
he stood and watched and w
aited.







ALSO PURIFIES THE BLOOD.
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Don't become discouraged. There
 is a cars for y u. If Dfx:13,4ary w
rite Dr. Fsasma
Be haa spent a lifetime curing just suc
h cases as your'. All consul, atIons rum
Diseased Bladder and Kidneys
for Twenty Years.
Dr. M. U. Fenner, Fredonia, N. Y.
Dear Sir:—I have been troubled with
 my
bladder and kidneys for the
 laat20 years
having doctored with many different phy
sicians
in that time, with no results. I wa
s told to
try a bottle of Dr. Fenner's Kidney and
Tteekahhe Cure, which I did
 and which is
the wig medicine that ever gave me 
relief. I
am 71' years old and am in the best
 of
health today. I will heartily recom
mend Dr.
Fin:merle Remedy to any one suff
ering from
their bladder or kidneys. Besides it 
is not a
mean dose but pleasant to take.
HENRY ZURRBOYESTE.,
Muncie, lad.
Bold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. G
et Cook Book and Treatise in
the Kidneys—FREE.
For Sale by R. C. IHardwi
cK.
ren-raint sunken On, stie ran
free toward the ocean as to her 
pasture
land. She came nearer, nearer
, rising
and rolling with the seas, her bow
sprit
held due west, pointing like a
 finger
out to sea to the west—out t
o the
world of romance. And then 
at last.
as the little vessel drew oppos
ite the
old fort and passed not a hund
red
yards away, Wilbur, watching 
from
the rampart, saw Moran lying 
upon
the deck with outstretched arms
 and
calm, upturned face; lying up
on the
deck of that lonely fleeing scho
oner as
upon n bed of honor, still and calm
, her
great braids smooth upon her br
east.
her arms wide; alone with th
e sea--
alone in death as she had been
 in life.
She passed out of his life as s
he had
come into it—alone upon a de
relict
ship abandoned to the sea. Sh
e went
out with the tide, out with the
 storm;
out, out, out to the great gray
 Pacific
that knew her and loved her a
nd that
shouted and called for her an
d thun-
dered in the joy of her 'as she
 came to
meet him like a bride to meet
 a bride-
groom.
"Goodby. Moran!" shouted 
Wilbur
as she passed. "Goodby, goo
dby, Mo-
ran! You were not for me—n
ot for
me! The ocean is calling for yo
u, deer.
Don't you hear him? Don't yo
u bear
Mtn? (loodby, btoodbe, goodby!
"
The schooner swept by, phut li
ke lin
nrrow through the swirl Ina curr
ents of
the Mite end dipped
 and bowed
and emirtesleti Itt tlio ravin
e that
reached toward her him myriad 
eurlinkr
lingers, They her, he
ld her
chore and drew her swiftly, 
swiftly
out to the great, heaving loti
on), tu-
multuone and beating in It
s mighty
Joy, its savage exultation of 
posses-
sion.
Wilbur stood watching. Th
e little
echooner leesened In the distanc
e, be-
came a shadow in mist 
and flying
spray, a shadow moving up
on the face
of the great waste of wate
r. Fainter
and fainter she grew, vani
ghed, reap-
peared, was heaved up agli711
, a mere
speck upon the western sk
y. a speck
that dwindled and dwindled
, then slow-










0iJGSand 50c & 51.00
OLDS Free Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure
 for all
THROAT and LUNG T
ROUB-
LES, or MONEY BACK.
Ammosmk, 
Established 1564.
40 years successful record.
.e
alleR
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and b
eat
methods, and the most com
-
plete course of study in
p, Shorthand, TypewrIt
Mg and other branches
I pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced te
achers.
School open the entire y
ear.




E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,





Mr. W. R. Oates was born in Mull-
lenburg. county Oct. 3, 1831, and died
Jan. 21, 1905. He was, consequently,
seventy•three years, three months
and eighteen days old when he died,
He was twice married, his second
wife having preceded him only a few
months.
He left two daughters, three step-
daughters, several grandchildren,
and brothers, sisters and a host of
friends to mourn their loss.
He had been in bed hea.th for
some time, but no one realized the
end was en near. H suffered a
great deal, and oore his suffering
with much patience and fortitude,
never murmuring or complaining.
He had been a devout member of the
Baptist church for many years.
He was a man of great strength of
character, firm in his convictions,
and never betrayed a confidence.
Was always congenial and pleasant,
scattering good cheer and sunshine
wherever Ile went, and especially
'round his own fire-side.
He was a devoted husband, a kind
ani affectionate father, a good and
kind neighbor, and many will miss
his wise counsel. How sad it will
be for loved ones to gather in that
old home, and not see the dear face,
and hear the voice that always wel-
comed them. How sad to think we
will never feel that warm hand-
grasp again. How the little ones
will miss their dear old grandpa
when they go back to the old home;
grandpa's, the place ever dear to the
heart of childhood.
But he is gone, and his mild eyes
will never more beam on us in this
life, but on the bright shore where
there will be no more sad partings,
and there we all I ope to meet him.
By one who loved him.
tient: Early Risers




Keeps You Young Looking
An antiseptic toilet and mass-
sage preparations:U.at removes
piunples,black heads,rash,moth,
patches, sunburn and other an-
noying facial blemishes.
When used for massage pur-
poses it will eradicate face
wrinkles and furrows and keep
you young and fresh looking.
Far better than face powder.
Helps develop the bust.
Gentlemen will find it re-
lieves roughness and red-
ness of the skin, caused by
shaving.
Cook 86 Higgins





Early last summer we placed an order for a car load of Matting direct with
manufacturer in China. This was before the great advance in Matting incide
the Russia-Japan war--and compared to the prices obtaining now makes our Ma
look remarkably cheap. These Mattings were imported direct to us—being rdl
from shipboard only ten days ago---and are consequently clean, fresh and new.
"fresh, pungent" smell of the ocean still clings to them. It's well known that
Mattings last twice as long as old. All straw mattings in fair quaility at 15c to






Sentenced to Term the
Penitentiary.
William H. McGee, sole survivor
of the Custer massacre, was sentenc-
ed to seven years and ten months in
prison by Justice Kenailok today for
killing Frank Mitchell, December 9,
say. a New York telegram to the
-Baltimore American. McGee's rec-
ord saved him from a longer term.
He served with Custer, and was with
the general at the famous battle with
Sitting Bull. Later MAlee served
es a scut with General Miles, with
tenom he went through many Indian
campaigns. He has scars of bullets
first degree.
d 
The jury, however, rec-111 ISTORIC mE[TiNs
ommende mercy.
in sentencing McGee, Justice!!! 
Kenefick said: "The record shows
you have been a great soldier. Your
character generally has been good. I
have taken that into consideration,
and I would be easier with you, only
It must be shown that even a brave
soldier cannot take life with im-
punity."
McGee is known in Hopkineville.
He was a traveling salesman for sev-
eral years for the Loeb-Bloom whole-
sale whiskey house of Paducah.
FOLEVSKIDNETCURE
Oakes Mays and Bladder NW
GROWERS STAND FIRM,
.(Speci%i to New Era,)
CADIZ, Ky., March 15.—The larg-
est and most enthusiastic meeting
that has yet been held by the Trigg
County Dark Tobacco Growers' asso-
ciation was attended by about 300 of
the leading farmers of all parts of
the county. Chairman. F G. Ewing,
of Glenraven, Tenn., and Mr. C. P.
and knife wounds all over his body.lWatfleid, of Clarkeville, were pres-
McGee and Frank Mitchell, both ent and addressed the meeting, and
old warriors, quarreled i3 a room at,i their talk greatly encouraged the
BOO East Forty-first street over their farmers of the county, about 90 per
respective ability to make a kidney , cent. of whom are members of the
stew. McGee stabbed his old friend, association. There is not a member
and Mitchell died a few days later.: of the association in this' county who
McGee was tried In the criminal is not standing firmly and enthusias•
branch or the supreme court and tically by his pledge, and the work




.7.1i1clren especially are fond of dainties,
and the housekeeper frai31- tool; carefully
to their food.
As good cake can. be made only with
good eggs, so also a cake that is health-
ful as well as dainty .Lintistbe faised wkh
a pure and perfect bi.-tking pcwder.
Royal Baking P.3-w' der is indispensable
in the preparation of the highest quality
of food. It imparts that peculiar light-
ness, sweetness and flavor noticed in the
finest cake, biscuit, doughnuts, crusts, etc.,
and what is more important, renders the
food wholesome and agreeable to young
and old.
ROYAL WONG POw0211 Co., 82W YORK. •
CLOSER UNION OF BAP-
TISTS PROMISED
General Convention Will Be
Held in May At St.
Louis.
General interest throug'•out the
country is being taken in the general
convention of Baptists of North
America, which will be held at St
Louis in May.
The convention will bring togeth-
er for the first time all Baptist bodies.
The gathering will aim to promote
fellowship, spirituality and denomi-
national loyalty. Representation is
to be made up from churches on the
basis of one delegate for each 100
members, and from local associations
and state conventions. The Southern
Baptist convention and the Northern
Baptist anniversaries will be held at
about the same time, the former
meeting in Kansas City and the lat-
ter in St. Louis. After adjournment
It is expected that many members of
both bodies will attend the general
convention. The convention will be
attended also by representatives of
the national Baptist convention, the
Canadian Baptist convention, the
Lott Carey Baptist convention and
the Mexican Baptist conventlon.
Baptists regard the forming of a
general convention not only as his-
toric, but as certain to bring the va-
rious branches of the denomination
more closely in touch and harmony.
The Influence of the convention will
be advisory only, but it is expected
nevertheless that its deliberations
and conclusions will have great
weight.
Strikes Hidden Rocks.
When your ship of health strikes
the hidden rocks of consumption
pneumonia, etc., you are lost, if you
don't get help from Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption. J. W.
McKinnon, of Talladega Springs,
Ala., writes: "I had been very ill
with Pneumonia, under the care of
two doctors, but was getting no bet-
ter when I began to take Dr. King's
New Discovery. The first dose gave
I.:Ater, and one bottle cured me."
Sure cure for throat, bronchitis,
coughs and colds. Guaranteed at L.
L. Elgin's and Ray & Fowler's drug
stores, price 60c and $1.00. Trial bot-
tle free.
Estray Notice.
Taken up as an estray by A. J.
Clark at his residence on the Butter-
milk road one mile south of Era post-
office one red steer supposed to be
two years old and marked with a
ewallowfork in the right ear, and
white bush to tall, a little white hair
on breast and valued by me at $10.
This the 4th day of March, 1905.









FIRED INTO WINDOW NotesAboutPe°,From:Thursday s Daily)
VISIT OF TWO WOULD-BE
ASSASSINSAT MIDNICHT
Attempt Was Made
W. G. Head, who reprising)
th Imperial Tobacco company •
Ch bitten county, will remove todilty
wih 
l. 
his wife to Madisonville, whilst
he twill be located for the present.
Or. and Mrs. Henry M. Franke,
are visiting in Nashville.
to Mur. W. H. Taylor, of the Tanana*
der a Well Known Farmer
Near Clarksville.
Clarksville has a sensation in an
attempt made to assassinate Demps
Wimberly, a farmer.
I Ernest Marshal and Will West are
alleged to have gone to Wimberlv's
home about midnight and to have
!fired two shots into the window, near
where the latter a as sleeping. Tee
shots went over his head and nobody
was injured. Marshal and West were
arrested and at their examining trial
were bound over to the criminal
court.
FRAZIER IS NAMED
(Special to New Era.)
NASHVILLE, Tenn., March 16.-
Gov. James B. Frazier was nominat-
ed for United State) senator by ac-
clamation by the Democratic caucus
Wednesday afternoon. An effort was
made by the adherents of Gov. Tay-
lor and Gov. McMillin to secure a
postponement of action until next
Monday. but this motion was defeat-
ed by a vote of 64 to 36.
•
The Colonel's Waterloo.
Colonel J Au M. Fuller, of Honey
Grove, Texas, nearly met his Water-
loo, from liver and kidney trouble.
In a recent letter, he says: "I was
nearly dead,of these consplaints,and,
although I tried my family doctor,
he did me c.:o good; so I got a 50e
bottle of your great Electric Bitters.
which cured me. I consider them the
beet medIclue on earth, and thank
God who gave you the knowledge to
make them." Sold and guaranteed
to cure Dyepepsia, Biliousness and
Kidney Disease by L. L. Elgin and
Ray & Fowler, druggists, at 50c a
bottle.
IRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD
..11111111111WEIRIUMI:innnnnnn:jimimmiuti:;p1;iiimminik;
We Sell Iron Fence
MANUFACTURED DT
The Stewart Iron Works Company
On CINCINNATI, OHIO
Whose Fence received the iliqheat Award,
'Gold Medal," World., Fair, St. Louis, Itlio.
The must economical fence you ran bur.
Price lees than a respectable wood fence. Whr
not replace your old one now with a neat, at-
tractive IRON FEMME.
"LART A LIFETIME,"
Over MO designs of Iron Fence,
Iron newer Vase. Settees.






It W. Tibbs, Agt
Central railroad, is in the city.
Frank Pepper, of the Forbes Jill
Co., has returned from a busln
trip to Chicago.
14rs.. C. F. Jarrett has reinraid-
froii a visit to Nashville.
Cl. Win. L. Ramberger has Ms
tutted from the east where be MI
bee i purchasing spring goods.
JStin C. Latham. of New Yot
1is isiting his mother, Mrs. Vim.
gin a Lettiam.
F. K. Yost spent yesterday is
Na4liville.
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